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MAYOR VEAZIE’S APPEAL
Citizens of Rockland:
On Monday-Tuesday comes the financial cam
paign of the Rockland Nursing Service. I urge the
fullest possible support of this effort, for the serv
ices of Miss Steele are essential to this community.
1 do not see how we could get along without the
nursing service.
Edward R. Veazie, Mayor.

Making Twine Nets
New Association At Isles. boro Sees Plenty Ot
Work Ahead
Maine's newest co-operative, es
tablished by one of the State’s old
est small industries, the making of
twine nets, was formed at Islesboro
yesterday with the assistance of
Ralph W. Haskell. State Supervis
or of Craft. For two generations,
the villagers of this tiny island town
have been making nets for various
dipping purposes, their product
having a small but constant de
mand.
The group to be known as the
Isleboro Handicraft Co-operative
already has assurance of orders for
two months' work for about 30 year
'round residents of the town. The
majority of these men and women
utilize the same methods of "net
ting ' as did their parents before
them but expect to And an in
creased market by the co-operative
method.
Mrs. Florence Hall has been elec
ted president of the Co-operative
with Mrs. Pyam E. Hatch as man
ager. Other officers are: Vice presi
dent. Pyam E. Hatch and secretarytreasurer. Mrs. Edith Marshall. Di
rectors named were: Mrs. Linwood
Pendleton. Mrs William Randlette
Mrs Leila Williams. Miss Anne
Farnsworth and Mrs. Harry Hatch.

More Fish Landed
Month Of August Reports
Show a Gain Over August
Last Year
Large increases in groundfish
landings overcame a heavy falling
off in the herring catch to increase
the value of total fish landings in
Maine ports during August by
more than 120.000 over the same
period last year, according to sta
tistical figures released by Com
missioner Greenleaf today Fish
ermen received *378.102 for their
wares with cod. haddock, lobsters,
whiting and clams the leading
items.
The herring catch was but 06.146 bushels as against 161000
bushels during August 39. Lob
sters held their own with 1.239.000
pounds bringing *176.000. Codfish
showed an increase of more than
one million pounds and haddock
were up eight hundred thousand
pounds.
The landings included: 1,298.000
pounds pollock: 87,000 pounds hake;
327,000 pounds rosefish; 115.000
pounds flounders; 327.000 crabs;
1,077X100 sand and bloodworms; 20,000 bushels clams; 700.000 pounds
alewlves; 1.239.000 pounds Ameri
can and 79,000 pounds Canadian
lobsters; 19.000 pounds scallops; 2.850.000 pounds whiting; 26.000
bushels herring; 657.000 pounds
mackerel; 11.000 pounds tuna; 66.000 pounds swordfish.
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Due To Lack Of Funds—
What An Owl’s Head Man
Has Done
Due to the lack of funds the De
partment of Sea and Shore Fish
eries clam propagation program
has ended for the current year
with a number of areas along the
coast from Kittery to Sheepscot
Bay under cultivation, according
to Commissioner Greenleaf. He
said that Capt. Carl Reed of Owls
Head and a crew of two who were
engaged to do the work had spent
nearly two months ln the various
sections and had planted nearly
50 acres of depleted flats with seed
clams. Oreenleaf firmly believes
that within two years the yield of
these flats will pay for the rela
tively low cost of propagation many
many times.
Plans for next Summer call for
a continuation of the activity to
the eastward and Greenleaf said
that he intended to ask Legislature
'or a substantial appropriation in
order that clam farming could be
carried out on a large scale. “This
is without doubt the easiest, least
expensive and most productive
form of fisheries propagation
known,” he said. Greenleaf fi
nanced the work with funds from
hls regular appropriation and said
that he had to either call a halt
or cut down on other desirable
phases of the department's activi
ties.
The system used was relatively
simple.
Depleted
flats
were
'ploughed” by hand and seed
clams taken from over-abundant
areas were planted the same as po
tatoes and other agricultural pro
ducts. The clams will increase
rapidly and one acre will propagate
many more within two years.—By
Dick Reed of the Maine Develop
ment Commission

Cooper Is Champion
Bath Boxer Lost But One
Round In His Bout With
Butch Wooster
Lou Cooper of Bath was crowned
champion of Maine last night when
he defeated Butch Wooster in a
hard fought battle which was
stopped in the fifth round, on ac
count of an Injury to Wooster's
hand. Cooper managed to keep his
left ln front of Wooster's face all
during the fight, making lt impos
sible for Butch to put over his
devastating right, which is his fa
vorite blow. Up to this time Butch
had one round to his credit.
In the semi-final. Bobby Pooler
won over Young Henry of Portland
on a knockout. Henry was applaud
ed to the echo when he left the
ring. Slader Thomas of Waterville,
who had been missing from Rock
land rings for rsome time, was too
much for Slugger Phelps and won
by a knockout in the second round.
The prelim brought together
Whopper Marston of Rockland and
Yeung Steele of Waldoboro, Mars
ton willing on a technical.
Dune MacDonald of Bangor was
the referee for the whole program.
One of the largest crowds ever to
attend a local fight, packed the
house to the rafters. In the audi
ence were members of the Boxing
Commission.

BVRKE1T IS CHAIRMAN
Attorney General Franz U Burkett of Maine has been appointed
chairman of a six-member commit
tee of the interstate commission on
crime to prepare uniform legisla
tion designed to control fifth column
activities in all the States. Burkett
said the committee would work with
Prof. Sam B. Warner of Harvard
A new seaplane float, measurirng
Law School, who has been actively
affiliated with the commissioner for 10x22 feet, was launched Thurs
day afternoon from the Island Air
a considerable time.
ways ramp. The float was con
The dingo found in Australia is structed by local N Y.A. boys, under
the only variety of dog that lives the supervision of City Carpenter
Clarence Wyllie. and was built ac
in a wild and domestic state.
cording to specifications of the Civil
Aeronautics Authority. There are
11 oil drums inside the float, any
EVERY SUNDAY
one of which may be removed for
FULL COURSE DINNER
replacement through
individual
hatches. Two coats of asphaltum
paint covers all wood work and iron
ROAST DUCKLING or
work, and on three sides of the float
FRIED CHICKEN
arc attached 12 automobile tire fen
ders. The float, which will be
85c
placed at the end of the Airlines
pier, will connect with the pier by
means of a 30-foot gangplank. The
U. S. ROUTE I,
TEL. 3-41 deck, painted In bright orange, dis
plays a black triangle, to identify it
SOUTH WARREN, ME.
as a seaplane float from the air.
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MONEY FOR HOMES
TO HELP BUILD—BUY
MODERNIZE—REFINANCE
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Rockland Loan & Building Association

Volume 95........... Number 120.

The Black Cat

Division Manager H. P. Blodgett Receives
Testimonial From Central Maine Associates

[EDITORIAL]
THE MATTER OF HOME DEFENSE
The establishment of a Home Defense unit was accom
plished with a promptness which is entirely creditable to
Oliver R. Hamlin, the originator of the move, and those who
have so readily volunteered to become a part of the movement.
With nothing more serious to disturb our present thoughts
than the World Series and Presidential election, war might .
seem far from our doors, and such precautions quite unneces
sary. We had a home guard in the Civil War and would have
had one during the Spanish War had not that struggle been of
such brief duration. Neither was needed, as circumstances
proved, but the conditions then were nowise comparable to
those of the present day. In the Civil War period it is diffi
cult to see how Rockland. Maine, could have been menaced
from the land or the air; and it is equally true that Spain's
nearly obsolete navy could scarcely have endangered any part
of the New England coast, but we did learn in the other World
War that U-boats could come to our shores and destroy our
shipping. What then might we not expect in these modern
times when bombing planes could fly from Germany, drop
their death dealing cargo upon the Atlantic Coast cities and
scamper back unscathed. Rockland, undefended, would be
entirely upon the mercy of such air forces, but would find its
greatest safety in the fact that it is not surrounded by military
objectives, such as an airport, munitions plant, or oil supply
of sufficient quantity to attract the enemy's attention. Bangor
and Portland would more likely be the goals.

A STOLEN CIGAR
A Down East prep school has preserved the butt of a
cigar smoked by Coolidge. It dispels a pretty legend con
cerning the thrifty Cal—that he swallowed them—Bangor
Commercial. There is also the legend of the unsmoked cigar
which Oen. U. S. Grant left during his unannounced visit to
North Haven many years ago. If we have been correctly in
formed somebody stole that prized relic oi Presidential
greatness.

A DAY FOR THE PARENTS

Freshmen Parents' Day is to be observed Saturday, Oct.
19, at University of Maine, and the same attractive program
which has obtained there in recent years will be carried out.
Invitations to all parents of Freshmen will be issued shortly.
We like this idea tremendously. Many parents make sacri
fices—almost to the point of slavery—in order that their sons
and daughters may enjoy the privileges and fruits of higher
education. They watch their young hopefuls depart for the
college towns—to see them again only cn holidays and vaca
tions, and they have little knowledge of what goes on at col
lege. unless they are themselves college graduates, or unless
there is some source of enlightenment akin to Freshmen’s
Parents' Day, Colleges will thrive better if there are such con
tacts as the latter, because parents will have greater en
couragement to send their children away to school when they
have a better realization of the environment into which their
children are going and the benefits to be achieved.
CAUTION AND CONSIDERATION

Not much use. perhaps, to advise caution on the part of
the hundreds who are toting guns into the woods these fine
October days. The hunter, ere this, who has received no
warning, and the hunter who is not n.inded to heed that
caution, would manifestly be a rare article. And the pity of it
is that the victim is always the innocent party to the tragedy.
There are two alternative words well to bear in mind. One
is Caution; the other is Consideration.
NO FIRE HAZARD THERE
We know we are going to like the new Masonic Temple
and we are vastly pleased with the statement that it is to be
the nearest to a real fireproof structure to be found in Eastern
Maine. We anxiously await the moment which will mark the
unveiling.
REGISTRATION OCTOBER 16
(Kennebec Journal)
It may happen that registration of all men in this coun
try between the ages of 21 and 35 on Oct. 16 next may be like
a visit to the dentist—far less painful than anticipated. The
actual drafting after the registration will be by quotas and it’s
expected some of these will already have been filled by volun
teer enlistments with which army authorities have been
flooded of late.
By and large, these volunteer enlistments are inspired
more by a desire to get it over with than to escape service
entirely. Shrewd young men about to begin professional train
ing or the active practice of a profession for which they have
been trained want to give their year’s military service first so
as not to have their work interrupted by it later. They can
do this by enlisting voluntarily now and so a great many are
doing this .enough to almost if not fill some of the regional
quotas.
Then military authorities will have such an abundance
of material from which to draft the comparatively small first
Installment of 400.000 they can be very lenient with exemp
tions. The plan Is to actually draft only those who can serve
with the least inconvenience so almost any reasonable excuse
may secure deferred drafting and service. The whole atti
tude of the draft auhorities will be friendly and helpful so the
best course is for the draftees to put all their cards on the
table, state their care fairly and honestly and then depend
upon fair treatment. There is no reason why any special
hardship should be suffered by anyone in the registration
and draft.
Final decisions in requests for exemption will be in the
hands of local boards most familiar with all local conditions
so a square deal can be expected from them. A willingness to
serve loyally if called and the friendly attitude of the draft
authorities should eliminate all painful friction.
It is also the intention of the military authorities to de
velop physical fitness and the character in the draftees rather
than technical military training. The program of training
will be devised principally to produce physical fitness, the
proper mental attitude toward military service and the rudi
ments of military knowledge that will permit rapid progress
into first class soldiers whenever the need for that arises. As
a rule, therefore, the year’s service in the army should be of
substantial benefit for all those called to take it. They will not
be coddled or "spoiled” but will be handled roughly, compared
with civil standards. Red blooded boys, however, can take all
that will be handed to them and be far better men thereafter.
So the actual operation of the draft may be far less pain
ful and far more beneficial than anticipated by many when
they register, as they must anyhow Oct. 16
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"key men’’ held at the Mid-Town I
Cafe, cognizance was taken of the
anniversary in a most happy man
ner.
At
the dinner hour,
business affairs were tempor
arily shelved and Manager Blod
gett found himself addressed by
Supt W. A. Cobb of the Belfast Di
vision, who presented him with a
complete dest set—scissors, letteropener, 'n everything- properly in
scribed with length of service, etc.
Supt Cobb told not only of that
long career with the company, but
of the spdendid cooperation Bert I
Blodgett had always given the com
pany and his personal associates.
(By The Roving Reporter)
Manager Blodgett's brief response
left no doubt of the g.atltude which
he entertained toward the donors,
The Deer Isle Messenger, in a
When the late Richard S. Fuller
and his underlying emotions were and hls chum, David H. Buffum,
long
editorial justifies the building
very near the surface.
were very young, they felt the urge of the beautiful toll bridge that
Manager Blodgett's first official to become circus magnates.
no
connection with the Central Maine circus is a success without a .ne- links the island with the mainland.
Power Company was in Gardiner
. . . ,
i nagerie they cast about for means In part lt reads: “Aside from the
as superintendent of what s now , of assembUng one
they gaUl. Summer traffic is the fact that upthe Central Southern Division. ered all of the stray cats ln the wards of 3500 people malte thia
Later he became superintendent ol
then they captured a
permanent home. They
the Belfast Division, coming thence neighborhood,
lot of frogs, digging holes in the
to his new and highly important back yard for their reception. They come and go from and to the main
’Bert" Blodgett. 40 years in the duties as manager at Rockland for 1
met an inebriated man who said land as freely as the bridge tax will
Central Maine service, honored by the Eastern Division.
that
he had all kinds of animals permit; a very considerable fleet of
the Division's “key men.”
Devotion to the company's in-'
at home (mentioning a nearby supply trucks brings to the island
terests has been an obses ,lon with town) except cats, and would pay the things people need and there are
pany, for it was Just 40 years ago him. and that faithfulness has *1 apiece for all the boys would other reasons too numerous to men
that he entered the employ of the ! been fostered by an expert knowl- bring him. Here were visions of tion. wliy the bridge is patronized as
corporation as elect-iclan's helper I edge of every department Incldcnliberally as it is. There was a
in Kennebec County .
[ tai to the successful operation of wealth beyond the youngsters' wild sound basis for the building of a
est dreams. Meantime a waggish
At the monthly meeting of the [ the business.
friend of the family had suggested mdIlon dollar bridge to this ’dead
to the youthful circus prorietors end" Tt* falth of lts Proponents
that they ought to have an Ichlhyo- has been Justified—and this but
phagous. That rather flloored the tlie beginning.
boys, but the inebriated gentleman
John Wood of Tenant's Harbor
had said he had all kinds of ani
mals so they asked him if he had has. a horse which is 34 years old
that breed. “Oh. yes.” was the and stUI «olng str,on« „ He
, works
prompt reply. “I’ve got a whole careuvery day' early and lat*\ and
♦ i.« I nr.n nnvar rOlle "no'irh "_ _
load.” But the circus was a success the horse never says “neigh.”—
even if the animal with the long Black Cat, Courier-Gazette.
Never cuts up any didoes, eh I
name failed to materialize.
Just a good faithful old plug. Well
Canvassers for the Rockland workers on this drive cannot possibly
Germany is going to remain on Sally thinks there's more glamour
Nursing Service and the Rockland, contact every person ln the city, Summer time, the Defense Council and you get more notice in the tab
Boy Scouts will be abroad Monday- and, with no professional director announces. Judging from London loids doing things out of the ordi
Tuesday, seeking to raise *2500 to j in charge, there may be more than reports the German airmen oper- nary even though they may be a
little off color now and then—Deer
keep these two organizations func- j the usual number omitted or dupli- ate on all kinds of time,
Isle Messenger.
tioning another year. This is the cated. The redeeming feature is
"Sally,” be it known, is Editor
first plea of the nursing service as J the swift, decisive action impossible Quick, folks, they're turning! Of
an entity, its funds having hereto- I in the cumbersome process of de- course I have reference to the Au Robbins' never falling source of ma
fore been secured from Community tailed organization—and—with the tumn leaves. Go see them before terial in that happy column which
he writes under tlie caption of
Chest under sponsorship of Knox j nursing group trustees handling the it’s too late
"From My Window.”
Qounty Chapter, American Red whole matter, not one penny of ad
The year 1940 sees a return of
Crass. The Scouts have long been ministrative expense, where ordi
In answer to the request of H.
the knitted tie, in almost every color
a member of the now defunct Chest. narily that item is large
Bearing all these things ln mind on the chart. 11 can ** worn with J. McClure, a Criehaven correThe two agencies combined for this
drive with the thought of avoiding and recognizing the fact that the anv type of shirt during the day. i spondent, a condensed history of
an extra campaign, and of secur men of the Association are making a'th the exception, of course, of | 'he Rockland Breakwater will soon
a last ditch fight to save the nurs- forma' day wear
Most of the appear in this paper,
ing enough workers for this one.
~,
The nursing service has done an ing service, the financial support of fb?ured ties in silk, foulard and
’
absolutely indispensable work In the every person ln this community is other fabrics will appear in large
flnd lhat careful con
schools and among the people of this sought. Contribute what you feel irregular designs. There is one ex- lege th s
en given
e
community. Its value is recognized able when the canvasser approaches ceptlon, however, in the tiny shep- -S1 cra 1011 as
in every corner of the city, but the you Monday-Tuesday. If you are herds check. Ties in this small Preservation on the new campusof
problem is to get people to con missed by the solicitor or wish to check give a distinct smartness to ^nfflcant names and events The
tribute their part in order to retain increase a previous contribution. fal1 attlre 1 rpad this Information ,"ohl n°,able Is the replica of the
the service. The sudden but forced send the money direct to Donald C. in • tradp paper with considerable slooP ”ero; ®'hlch tops the tower
...............................................................
Miller Library, 191 feet above
abandonment of the service and the Leach, campaign treasurer, at the satisfaction I favored the knitted
stern necessity of a new group to! First National Bank. It is especially tle because of the ease with which !”p gro,n’d T?e..r0?5 J1?"1 Ul®
chimney base of the birthplace of
pick it up and operate at once with stressed that this is evervbodv's *• «>uld be tied “four ln hand.”
__o_
! Lovejoy with its bronze tablet is to
no funds whatever and consider drive, and lt would be most en
There are several di stiuguishing be placed on a slope beside the lake,
able overhead expense, made it couraging to the trustees to have
necessary to slash red tape and a large number of contribtuors. characteristics about the new fall ln the midst of a grove of oaks. It
usual procedure, going to town at Don’t feel that a contribution need suits. We’ve been hearing a lot has been suggested that his name
about the new longer length ln be given to the lake itself for “Loveonce with a hastily organized be large to be welcome.
campaign.
Every contribution will be ac Jackets. This is true .n a sense— J°y Pond" ln Albion is the only spot
but the new length is only about that bears his name in hls native
The limited number of volunteer knowledged after the campaign.
3-4 Inch longer than last year's town. Around the lake will be
,
models. The new easiness at the planted a new grove of Boardman
told the Senate appropriations waist tends to give a longer appear- willows from slips cut from the
committee recently that the Army ance to the jacket. Shoulders arc few remaining patriarchs of that
planned to increase tlie air corps’ still wide, with back fullness across once-glorious row of trees. Tlie
Will Take Place In Wash personnel from 95,000 to 160,000 the blades and easy hanginj cut in Pal*l Revere bell in the Library
men. To train 12.000 pilots an- the front. For town and business tower will continue to ring Its stimington Between Oct. 21 nually
—the army's goal, he said, wear, double breasted suits still are ulatlng call as it has for more than
and 26—From Gold
3.000 instructors would be needed favorites, but their lead is being cut a century. The architect also has
and only 700 are now available. To into by the single breasted styles, made drawings for a beautiful setFish Bowl
make up the discrepancy in part, Cheviot is the mast popular fabric ting of the lion of Lucerne, to face
It was learned today that the he revealed that 100 of 231 student used for these suits, and blue leads the plaza before the men's dormigreat conscription lottery was pilots, to be graduated tomorrow, on the color chart.
I torles in the rear of the library.
scheduled for some day between would be retained to serve as in
structors.
THOSE TOWNSEND PICTURES
Oct. 21 and 26, that the army,
drawing its lesson from Europe, here's A TART ONE
Comiqur Theatre In Camden
was organizing the first battalion Editor ot The Courier-Gazette:—
Will Present Them Oct. 8—Seats
Involving
An
Alleged
of American parachute troops.
"War never settles anything" says
For Club Members
Trespass Case In Warren
The exact date of the draft lot- Norman W. Lermond at the begintery will depend on how quickly ; ning of a letter in your issue of Sept,
—Judge Fisher Presides Pictures of the recent Townsend
the preliminary work of registra- 28 Didn't the Revolutionary War
Convention will be shown Oct. 8
tion can be finished, but will come settle the question of whether the
The Superior Court room was
between Oct. 21 and 26.
j 13 American colonies should con- occupied yesterday with an equity at Comlque Theatre. Highlights of
the Convention and close ups of
Elsewhere, it was learned that | tinue subject to England or become
hearing conducted by Justice Wil Its important figures will be pre
the big gold fish bowl used In the an independent nation? Didn't the
sented. Matinee and night shows
World War draft drawing would be Civil War settle the question of slav- liam H. Fisher of Augusta, who
A special section of the auditorium
brought to Washington from In- ery in this country? Didn't the recently went on the active retired
is to be reserved for Camden, Rock
dependence Hall in Philadelphia, World War settle the question of list. The case was that of Mina
port. Rockland, Lincolnville, Hope
and that the army had ordered the rule or ruin oi Kaiser Wilhelm? Rivers vs. Mary A. Moore, parties
and other towns and cities whose
When
a
man
makes
such
an
untrue
I
of
^
Varren
\
,
,
.
10.000 epaque drug-store capsules.
The equity Involved a certain members need only to show their
Numbers will be placed in the cap statement as that how can he ex
membership cards to be seated in
sules, and the order in which they pect your intelligent readers to pay right of way over the plaintiffs
this reserved section.
farm.
The
defendant
and
her
are drawn from the bowl will de any attention to whatever else he
agents admitted having trespassed
termine the order in which the has to say?
A Reader
on the property ln order to get
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
registrants will be liable to duty.
Gen. Marshall, it was disclosed Letter Writing Week, October 6-12. to the Moore cottage adjoining the
If
I had my life to live again
kin 1
shore at South Pond.
have made a rule to read so:
| The plaintiff contended that no would
poetry and listen to some music at
I right of way existed, while the de- least once a week. The loee of thee*
tastes la a lose of happlneea—Charles
! fendant claimed some access should Darwin
J be permitted as a matter of neces
SELF-CONTROL
sity as there was no other way
rule to the Immortals tends:
of reaching the cottage by car. Self
CAMDEN, ME., 1'^ MILES NORTH ON U. 8. ROUTE 1
Its want ln densest darkness ends.
| Eight witnesses were presented by A treasure to be kept with care.
gains with self-restraint compare
i the plaintiff, all of whom had been No
Special For Sunday—Roast Leg of Lamb Dinner
Who self control true knowledge deem.
I
acquainted
with
the
property
many
And practise it. command esteem.
Mint Jelly, Brown Gravy, Squash, Peas, Dessert and Coffee
to their proper state,
' years, testifying that at no time Adhering
They rise above the mountain great.
65c
I was there any vehicle other than Though good for all. the wealthy gala
humbleness the rlehest vein.
| the owner’s crossing the property In
One birth keep ln the senses five.
! in question. The defense offered Like tortoise, through the seven to
thrive.
Also Roast Turkey or Chicken Dinner, 75c
only two witnesses.
If nothing else, the tongue restrain:
The matter was taken under ad Unruly talkers suffer pain.
One sinful word Its power so strong.
Regular Luncheons and Dinners Served Daily
visement.
Turns good to bad. and right to wrong,
Alan L. Bird and Stuart C. Bur A burn will heal but festering stays
The
a burning tongue conveys.
Phone Camden 2336 For Reservations
gess for the plaintiff; Ensign Otis Virtuewound
will watch their steps to bleaa
and Gilbert Harmon for tlie de Who anger and desire suppress.
—From the Oriental
fendant.

A LAST DITCH FIGHT

Monday’s Drive For Nursing Service Is
Trustees’ Answer To a Bad Situation

The Draft Lottery

An Equity Hearing

BELOIN’S INN

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Therefore I will look unto the
Lord; I will wait for the God of my
salvation: my God will hear me.
—Micah 7: 7.

Every-Other-Day
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HIGH SCHOOL NEWS

With Our Soldiers

Launching A Seaplane Float

Bv the Pupils

•w

i

The Grange Corner

How They Are Faring At
Ft. McKinley As Told By
Our Staff Correspondent

t
Marion Harrington.—Ruth Wotton.
Even though our food ls usually
JL
: Club Reporter. *
good the boys all seem to be ex
I
• . • •
pecting a box from home with
New members admitted to the
"something 'Ma' had cooked."
Girls Glee Club this year are Doro
Hoyt Emery's saying of "Wahthy Baum. Harriette Clark. Miriam
At Least 1000 In Use
Whoo mule" has spread throughout
The annual Curtis Publishing Dorman, Vivian Falla, Madeline
Penobscot View Grange held its
When Duck Hunting
the Fort, and it certainly applies
Company's subscription contest was Munro, Beatrice Philbrook. Vivian
regular
meeting Thursday night
Season Opened
because we have a dozen-or-so
introduced > Tuesday morning's as- Hussey, Margery Mills, Lucille
good old Army mules used by the with a good attendance. Visitors
sembly by George Sprague of Owl's Sweeney. Ruth Robinson. Barbara
The Maine hunting season g?: Head. Senior High has been divid- I Wood, Beverly Cogan. Ruth Emery,
guard-hourse prisoners in cleaning were present from Weymouth
Grange.
undreway with a statewide series c cd into two teams the Orange, cap- Shelby Oiendenning. Betty Holmes
up the grounds.
The program consisted of music,
"Ted" Libby. Battery F's "Top
booms and bngs at sunrise Tu'. -d:.. tained by James Moulalson. and the Pauline Havener. Joan Izx>k. Chrisreadings by Evelyn Cunningham.
Kick
’
ls
using
tiie
cld
saying:
1
tine
Newhall,
I,ouLse
Veazie.
VirBlack
captained
by
Lena
Cuccinello.
morning with ducks drawh.j t
"You're ln the Army now." to re Minnie Miles, and Fred Rice, a dra
I-ouLse Harden is general manager, 1 ginia Witham and Gloria Witham.
bulk of the fire. Heavy foliage c
•
•
•
•
mind us that we are no longer in matic reading. Henry Payson and
couraged partridge hunters bu and Mr Matheson, faculty sponsor
remarks by George Cunningham
Miss Stella Willins. the fastest
the National Guard
Ea-h
honie
room
has
a
captain
quite a few of the birds were re
woman typist in the world, will give
We all wish the boys at home and C. E. Gregory.
an
’
a
1
eutenant
the
captains
beported taken. In the northern and
Refreshments were served at the.
all kinds of luck with their "Home
irg ’ n c! •
c.ir..tie Adams. a demonstration at this school, Wed
north central areas a number of i
j close of the meeting with tiie men
Guards "
Jan:.
..i'1. n 0 tty Munro, Fran nesday. Oct. 16. at 2.30 p. m. She
bear were hung up.
"Cook" Emery is "growing" a new in charge, Fred R*ce, chairman,
0 -line Havener. John ls being sent here by the Royal.
The Merrymeeting Bay concen cks Ha:.
typewriter
Company.
set
of teeth so that he can stay Henry Payson making tiie fine
tration of nimrods was the heaviest Dull, Eantt: Jordan, Donald Kalscallop stew. Aftpr the supper a 504
• • • •
with the boys.
loch, Richard Stevens. Ernest Donever but the kill was smaller than
Sergeftt “williams "worked right cU1 ,10Ur »as enjoyed by all.
A newcomer in this school this j
dis and Charles Seaman.
usual due to a low early morning
on it” in procuring a ping-pong
The lieutenants are Virginia Bow- year, in the civic course, ls Donald [
tide. At least a thousand guns
&IE39I
Booster night was observed at
set. Although I car.not seem to
ley. Irving McConchie, Douglas Goldman, sophomore, who has been I
j started booming in that area as Old
manage the racquet I get a lot of Pleasant Valley Grange Tuesday
Cooper, Myron Cummings, Ruth attending Oxnard High School, in i
Sol peeked over the horizon. There
Here it is, going overboard at the Public Landing.
fun seeing the eyes of the bystand night, with Frank A. Winslow (Tiie
McMahon, Elaine Poust, Dorothy California, about 60 miles from Los
definitely are more birds in the
Angeles.
His
ambition
ls
to
be
an
ers following the ball. Merrily they Black Cat) at guest speaker, popu
Goodnow, Alice Cross, Mary Wot
bay than at any time in the past few
lar with Orange members.
"pop" along.
ton Betty Holmes. Nancy Howard, aviator, and his Pilot Log shows'
years and old timers predict a rec
that he has already flown six differ- ,
The lecturer's program included
The boys in the pumping station
and Christine Newhall.
ord breaking season.
cut planes, and has several dual,
have an almost steady chorus from the opening song "America" and
The
school
gets
50
’
t
of
the
sub

Prom other sections of the coast
the family of crickets which are reading of the national master's
scription price of "The Saturday hours to his credit. Eight hours dual
came reports of a lot of birds with . _
_ ... ... ,. . „
using the pumping station for a address by Mrs. Etta Andersen;
native blacks leading ln numbers.!Eveiung *»t. 'Ladies Home Jour time are necessary before anyone
playlet, Misses Mary Farrand and
home.
_
4
n&l and Jack and Jill, and 30' can get private license. Donald, who
Next in line were green and blue- fw> subscripUons other Ulan CurUs is now fifteen years old. is looking
The boys gave the island the Clara Hallowell, members of Pleas
wing teal, then mallards and a
name of "Little Alcatraz" but after ant Valley Juvenile Grange; Anti
publications. Prizes of watches, forward to the time when he will be .
pintails. Especially heavy concengetting a good look at "Little Si Filth Column and Communism,
trations of birds were reported in «^»>lUhts. skates, manicure sets 18 and can have a private license.1
He has come to Rockland with1
beria" (Fort Levitt) they didn't For Americanism and Home De
pencil
and
pen
sets,
camera,
brace
the vicinity of Eastport and Ston
fense, Oliver Hamlin; tableau and
think McKinley was so bad.
lets, compacts, knives, pins, neck "Skip" Tibert. who has flown for
ington.
Believe me. we had some parade song, “God Bless America." Dawn
laces lamp, printator, and overnight 1
>'ears- and was manager of the t
Supervisor Joe Stickney of the cases are also given to pupil-sales- Gxnard Airport before coming to i
today. It was some sight to see Ix>w. Juvenile Ceres, directed by
Pish and Game Research Depart - men.
' ^ls
all of the men passing in review, Mrs. Andersen; brief remarks by
, ment reported that many wood
led by the Regimental Band, fol Dr. Lloyd Richardson. Clifford
Robert Chisliolm was chairman
Menlbers oi*^‘or and Junior'
[ duck were shot illegally and out
lowed by two Batteries then the Allen. Lloyd Jameson, Eunice
of
the
assembly
and
Mary
Lamb
had
R|gh
faculty
their
fanuUes
were
with Warden Supervisor Earle Brad
colors and color guards and th^n Morse; and "Reading the Letter"
j u>ry p;e.usaI1,ly entertbxed at a sup
bury he found a half dozen which c arge of deioj.om .
by Albert MacPhail. and a story
the remaining Batteries.
per party at the Lawry cottage in
had been killed and left by hunters.
Charlie (O.P.F.) Lawry has fin by F. L. S. Morse closed the pro
A
delightful
poem
"Acknowledg1
Cushing
•
Thursday
evening
by
Stickney estimates that the slaugh
ally gotten one of those vest-pocket gram.
ter of this species was large and he ment. bv Relief A Nichols, appears Mary Lawry. Girls' Physical DirecThere were 19 members and 20
radios which he has been wanting
the Junior High teachers
appeals to hunters to be careful of in the Fall Poetry column of the tor
visitors present.
Refreshments
for quite a while.
October
issue
of
Yankee
Magazine.
J
ai
_
S
Lsting
hostesses.
A
social
eve,
lhe wood duck as the deparmtent is
Alfred "Pete" Peters Ls one of the »'««• served by the Misses Vallie
Miss
Nichols,
who
teaches
Litera

ning was spent with games and j
trying to bring them back into an
star drivers of the regiment. He ’ and Ruth McLaughlin,
abundant state. Stiff penalties will ture in the 7th and 8th grades, has music around an open fire.
may be young but boy, can lie ! The Juvenile Grange is composed
he inflicted on hunters caught been writing poetry as an avbcaThose attending were Mr. and .
drive!
of members from five to 14 years
tion
for
some
time
Mrs. Matheson. M-ss Wood, Mr. and .
| shooting the wood duck, he said
“Duke" Daley has been doing a
a6e. and the principal objective
According to Stickney the flights
Mrs. Lord. Miss Stahl. Mr. and Mrs. :
rushing spare time business among is to make better Americans of the
The first laboratory class of the i Ludwick. Mr. Bowden, Mus deof ducks from the Canadian prov
the different batteries with his younger boys and girls. Pleasant
inces should start anytime after a new Boys Home Economics Course, Rochemont. Mr. Whiting* Mrs
Valley ls indeed fortunate to have
barbering.
good storm hits. He says that his taught by Miss Nottage. met Mon spear. Mr. and Mrs. Robinson. Mis52
members in its Juvenile Grange.
Don't
wear
"slacks"
when
you
division released 114 pairs of mal day morning at the McLain Build- j Bennett, Principal and Mrs. Blais• • • •
visit your boy friends, girls, be
ing
The
boys'
first
project
was
dell.
Supt.
and
Mrs.
Cumming,
Miss
'
lards and banded 300 black ducks
cause
it's
a
sight
to
sore
eyes
to
Left
to
right:
Captain
P.
M.
Tibert
of
Island
Airlines,
at
whose
dock
the
float
was
launched
and
will
be
Eoosters
Night
at Hope Grange
fudgemaking with the purpose 0/ Hughes. Miss Browne, Mrs. Grafduring the past Summer.
based: Albert G. Perkins of Hallowell, district supervisor of N.Y.A.; Clarence Wilev, city carpenter, who super see a "skirt." and surely you don't last Monday was a huge success
For those who are considering acquainting them with the kitchen, ton. and Mr. Edwards,
vised the construction of the float by the N.Y.A. boys at the Gen. Berry engine house; Perley Niles, local super want to disappoint your boys.
with an attendance that packed the
going to Merrymeeting Bay, Beaney (Th« group was divided into units of j
. ♦ . .
visor of N.Y.A.; Rex Waite of Hallowell. State aviation supervisor of N.Y_A.
—Photos by Sid. Cullen.
Charles M. Lawry has been ap hall to capacity. The program was
two
boys
each
and
each
unit
made
Ebba
Kalioch,
senior,
visited
at
(
Stover of the Bath Times supplies
pointed In charge of the motor opened by a pleasing address of
the following list of guides, who. he a pan of fudge. As it was. in most , Popliam Beach, near Bath, recent- I
transport detail as acting corporal, welcome by the master Roy Bev
can Baptist Foreign Missionary So- pLark 11_ Flimarpq
claims are the best in the world; cases, their first attempt at fudge- I ly. going through Baldwin and Pophaving under his care all duties of erage. Fcrest Leland and Estelle
ciety. Dr. Albaugh is a speaker of VlieCK Up rUniaCCS
Kenneth Edgecomb, Columbia Ho- ! making Miss Nottage was not too ham Ports, and the Coast Guard
mechanical lines. Lee Oxton as Beverage sang and yodeled and
tel; Alvan Ridney. Horace Mitch- disappointed when all but one pan Station there. One of the busiest
unusual ability and his addresses
mechanic. Freddie Favreau has were
repeatedly
called
back
And Have a Competent
ell. Edward E. Sonia. John McCarty. fal:ed to harden. Perry Margeson per.-ons there Ls the one on duty in
Baptists To Gather In
are marked by a clear understanding
been appointed as assistant to throvg’iout the evening. An excel
Harold J. Sonia and Oeorge Ccn- and "Ducky" Drake were the cooks the lookout tower—he records ail
Man Look Over Your
Bangor Monday and Tues of present day problems and oppor
Lawry, staying at Lawrv's request lent and well thought-out essay
way, ail of Bath and Willard E El- whose candy came out to perfection, ships passing by, learning why they
tunities on the mission fields.
Oil
Burner
and if Lawry has any influence he was read by Veima Dennison. Allie
day
—
Distinguished
liot of Woodwich.Stover says that I although the other boys, with the ' are going, and what cargo they arc
The evening meetings of this Re
will not go to Levitt with Battery j Dunton and Mr. Weatherby rendthere aremanyothers and that the I aid of -spoons, managed to eat theirs, carrying. The life boats used by
Speakers
treat will be open to the public. A
It is not too early to arrange for E. Percy Gross and Alfred Peters cred .axophone duets following
above guides will be glad to help The wearing of aprons and the the Coast Guard also proved inter
hearty welcome is extended to all.
an inspection and overhaul of your are from Battery F and are drivers i which there was an interesting food
The Baptist Ministers of Maine
nimrods locate accommodations of washing of dishes arc new to most c.'ting. in that they are non-sinkThe program follows:
heating plant, Fire Chief Van Rus and mechanics as well. There is demc nstraticn by Evelyn Brown and
of the class, so not too much can able, each having an automatic will hold their Retreat Oct. 14. 13 Monday Afternoon
all kinds.
sell declared today.
sure a lot of respect for E and F. Georgia Brownell. Don Brownell
and
16
in
the
First
Baptist
Church
be
expected
of
them
at
present
pump.
Evidence
ol
the
1938
hurri

From Washington County, War
“An annual check of the condition they are always ready with a detail went through his 4-H Club dem
2.00-2.30—Devotions, Rev c. D
den Supervisor Lloyd Clark says But when the year is up, Rockland cane may still be seen in the
j
of
furnace,
smokepipe
and
chimney
Nutter.
when asked.
onstration on soil testing with fly
that ducks seem to be much more will be the possessor of about a ] wrecked cottages along the beach
Grady , will save you money and reduce the
2.30-3.30—Address, Dr,
Charles and Blanche Morton ing color-. The feature ol the eve
score
of
expert,
polished,
gentleand
by
the
sand
carried
back
onto
plentiful but are concentrated along
| danger of fire." he said. "Every year were here Wednesday afternoon. It ning. the "Family Album," had the
Feagan.
men-chefs. Wait and see—Edwin the land for miles around.
the coast.
3 30-5.00—Discussion Group Con many fires start from defective sure seemed good to see one from gathering in tears as Helen Went
Commissioner Oeorge J. Stobie is Tyler
heating plants. If repairs are home.
ferences.
worth, as grandma showed us her
Individual pictures of all pupils
expected to make a decision on an
necessary they can be made at this
“ltchings."
The evening closed
in
school
were
taken
Tuesday
morn

In the subscription contest con
open season for pheasants in the
season with a minimum of incon CASCO BAY IINES
with a strong essay by Evelyn Mank
near future. Last year a five day ducted by Junior High. Pauline ing for the purpose of school
venience."
The schedule of Casco Bay Lines and an address by the lecturer.
season was enjoyed early in No | Carroll. Senior ln Senior High, is ,record
The fire chief urges also that all from Custom House wharf in Port
John Wilson, who was finally
vember and there ls every evidence general manager, and MLss Nichols,
oil burners be looked over by a com land. with a 20 cent fare. Ls: EunSome interesting heirlooms have
'topped by his charming wife,
tliat the boys will be allowed to get ' faculty advisor. Vina Delmonico
petent workman.
Elsie.
a crack al these beauties this year. ; Ls captain of the Orange Team, and been brought in to the Junior
"Defective chimneys and flues can
The next meeting of the Grange
At a public hearing held at the State William Brackett of tiie Black team. Business Training classes this week,
be sources of great danger." the daughter Elsie visited in Damaris
while
studying
the
Changing
Ideas
w il be Monday night. The lectur
cotta Saturday.
House various coastal areas were Room captains are Walter Flint,
Chief
points
out.
"Look
at
/the
Mrs. Ellis Dyer of Massachusetts er premises that if he can arrange
represented and it was the concen- Clifford Cameron, Dale Lindsey, of Economic Living. Emma and
chimney where it is exposed in the
returned home after visiting her a truce in the bitter feud (?) be
sus that another open season should Malcolm Shapiro. Evelyn Sweeney, Beatrice Maloney of South Thomattic or on the roof. If the mortar
parents Mr. and Mrs. Archie Hib tween hb wife and Mabel Wright he
be declared. Last Winter the De- and Oliver Williamson. Room lieu- a-"ton have brought old jewelry, buthas crumbled away from between
bert.
will try to get them to present an
partment held several thousand tenants are Jeanett/ Gardner, Har- '?n>, nionay- and a Quilt; Norma
the bricks, the chimney ls losing its
exhibition cf lightening fast paper
Mrs.
Fannie
Northey
of
Chelsea
birds over until spring at the Dry Ian Demuth, Faith Long, Ruth Rawley, Alice Hall, Esther Munro,
efficiency and is becoming a fire
is visiting with her daughter, Mrs. hanging. Colored slides and an
Mills game farm and released them. Skinner, Leslie Nelson, and Corinne and Mary Studley exhibited china;
hazard.
Inspect smokepipes for
Benjamin
Shapiro
and
Lewis
address by Mr. Nutting. State ex
Cleo Bartlett.
Especially good reports were given Smith.
signs of rust. Where the pipes rust
Stockford. relics and Dorothy Day.
pert on wild life, will also be on the
Mrs.
Maynard
Marriner
and
son
on these pheasants. The birds seem
through, sparks can escape to Ignite
old money.
Vincent are visiting with her par program.
to be very plentiful in many coastal
Jeannette Saunders has been ste
combustible material. It is far
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Alton Williams.
areas and their numbers are in nographer in Principal Blaisdell's
easier to have these conditions cor
Mrs. Barbara Adams substituted
Mrs. Amela Babb visited with days and holidays to Great Dia
creasing annually.
office this week. Irving Small, in Junior High yesterday.
rected before they result in fire than
friends on the ridge Wednesday. mond Island. 10 a. m.; 2 p. m.; 5
The boys along the coast are all Lewis Stockford, Percy McPhee, Lee
afterwards.
Miss Katie Kennedy and Mr. and p. m ; and 11.15 p. m.
excited about a number of big Wotton. Carl Ilvonen. Benjamin 1 Highlighted by election posters
Mrs. Archie Hibbert were visitors
From Oreat Diamond Island,
Chinook salmon trying to get up Shapiro, and Kenneth Conway have and a good entertainment, the CamWEST WASHINGTON
in Augusta recently.
9.25 a. m.; 12.40 p. m.; 4.4« p. m.;
Pemaquid River south of Damari been office boys.. . .
paign Social, given by the sopho- of Bangor. An unusual program of
Mrs. George M. Crosier. R N„
Mr and Mrs. Kendrick Light and and 10.18 p. 111.
inspiration and fellowship has been
scotta. These fish weigh from 20
' mores last night, proved to be popu1 returned to her work in Saratoga. children from Somerville visited
planned.
The Annie quartermaster’s docks,
to 40 pounds and are males and fe
Dana M. Albaugh
Frank A Winslow will be speaker lar with all. Numbers were given
IN. Y„ via airplane, after visiting with his mother Sunday.
Several Maine ministers will have
Fort McKinley, and from State
males. They were first sighted at next Tuesday's assembly. He by a "Barber Shop Quartet" cornwith her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Pier, government boats to McKin
when one was stranded in a pool, will be introduced by Robert Chis- posed of Douglas Perry, Bill At- a part on the program in conduct
Archie Hibbert.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette ley at 8 40 a m. and 5.30 p. m.
.a 40-pounder and since have drawn hoim and his subject will be "Silent well. Barrett Jordan, and Joe Wil ing the music and leading the de-, Monday Evening
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Wellman and
votion and conference periods. The ! 7.30-8.00—Devotions, Rev. Daniel
the attention of Sea and Shore Riders."
kie; a duet. "It Happened in Kaloguest
speakers for this occasion will, Thompson.
•
•
•
•
Fisheries and Inland Fisheries and
ha.' by Lucille Sweeney and Mar
8.00-8.15—Special music and offer
LETTER WRITING WEEK. OCTOBER 6 TO 12
10.30-12.00 — Discussion Group
Game The former department has
No school next Thursday, due to garet Johnson; piano solo. Betty be Dr. Grady D. Feagan and Dr.1
ing.
Conferences.
built a fishway for the Chinooks to Knox County Teachers’ Convention. Holmes; vocal duet, Josephine Dana M. Albaugh.
Dr.
Grady Tuesday Afternoon
• ♦ • •
Dr. Feagan from the First Baptist { 8.15-9 15—Address,
get up over a rocky stretch and a
Buckminster and Douglas Perry; Church of Arlington. Mass., is to Pea8an2.00-2 50—Devotions, Rev. Ellis J
dam at Pemaquid Falls. The U. S.
James Duffy has entered the harmonica solo, Osmond Palmer;
Holt
Bureau of Fisheries has also be Freshman Class, In the commercial a skit. "When Pa Was Courting bring a stirring series of messages on Tuesday Morning
9.00-9.30—Devotions, Rev. J. c.
2.30-3.30—Address, Dr. Dana Al
come interested and a group of fish course, coming from the Benjamin Ma." with Eleanor Tracy and Rus "A Minister's Background," "A
MacDonald.
baugh.
never received more attention.
Franklin Junior High School in sell Kaler dramatizing the song Minister’s Business,’ and “A Min
950-1050—Address, Dr. Dana
350-5 00—Discussion group conThe theory is that the fish came New York. He is also blessed with sung by a chorus composed of Alice ister’s Success." Dr. Feagan. a con
Albaugh.
ferences.
secrated
servant
of
Christ,
is
min

out of Biscay Pond in the 1M6 five younger sisters.
Cross. Mary Ramsdell. Leona Flan
• ♦ * •
flood and are now returning to the
ders, Margaret Johnson. Lucille istering to a church of 1100 mem
River to spawn. In the Spring of
Members of the Home Economics Sweeney, Beverly Havener, Mar bers. He has studied at six uni
1934 the Fish and Game Depart Club working in the booth at recess gery Mills. Louise Smith and Edith versities and seminaries, and re
Buy a home through
cently received the degree of Doctor
ment stocked that pond with 10.000 time this week were Beatrice Phil Clark.
a Savings Bank mort
’4-6 inch Chinooks. Present plans brook and Ruth Johnson selling ice
Committees for the social were: of Philosophy. He has held four
gage and your “rent
(calls for the Bureau of Fisheries cream, and Jane Packard selling Entertainment. Dorothy Havener. pastorates, two in the South and
to strip several of the fish for about candy. Selling candy upstairs on the Mary Wotton. Virginia Foster. Alice two in the North. Dr. Feagan has
money” in many
50,000 eggs and hatch and rear them landing were Lena Cuccinello and Cross; refreshments. Barbara Wood, had firsthand acquaintance with the
cases will pay off the
I at the Craig Brook hatchery. The
Mary Ramsdell Edith Clark. Doro- world through travels and his study
mortgage.
fish and game department will prob
world conditions, and he is in
Je;t "Sacrifice" and will be fol thy Goodnow; decorations. Louise 1
ably strip the remainder. It is
Smith,
Margery
Mills,
Anson
Olds,
!
constant
demand
by
civic
and
fralowed by the monthly communion
Remember, a Savings Bank Mortgage is one of the
planned to get the fish as they come
service. "Watchfulness" will be the Tom Perry; tickets, Gloria Mills, ternal groups for lectures on world
through the fishway and keep them
simplest. Consider these advantages:
pastor's topic in the evening. The David Bicknell, Kay Blackman, j politics and economics, and by culin a live car until they are ripe.
Deride now to let high quality D&H Anthracite
! tural groups for lectures on art
mid-week prayer service will be and Barrett Jordan.
Supt. Thomas Dorr of the Bureau
The “Vox Studiorum" (English masterpieces. He has held many
1. Greater flexibility — each mortgage treated
held in the church vestry Wednes
keep your home warm and comfortable all
plant at Boothbay estimates that
3. Division 1, taught by Miss Stahl) executive positions of highest trust
day night at 7 o'clock.
individually to meet your own particular situ
the fish should be ripe in about 10
held its first regular fortnightly among Boston and other Massacliuthrough the coming Fall and Winter.
days. Thousands of people have
. meeting yesterday with Walter 1 setts churches, as well as in the
ation.
visited the small cove at the mouth
Butler and Barbara Lamb in , Northern Baptist Convention. At
Remember, every Ion is pure and clean—uni
2. Monthly, quarterly or semi-annually payment
of the River and received a thrill
charge of the program. The offi- | the present time hs is president of
formly sized and guaranteed. So start things
of a lifetime in watching 40 pound
of interest, to suit your budget.
cers
are
John
Storer,
president;
i
the
Educational
Society
of
the
dcWATER PIPES RENEWED
fish jump completely out of water.
Walter Butler, vice-president; and . nomination, and chairman of Evan,
AND WIRED OUT
off right by ordering your supply today!
3. 5% on mortgages in good standing interest
j Barbara Lassell, secretary.
i gelism for the Massachusetts State
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
At a special assembly Friday Convention.
paid when due—No Tax Liens, and the loan
PORT CLYDE
CALL 487
PLUGGED
| afternoon. Rev. C. R. Emrick, who 1 It is also a privilege to have Dr.
Service tomorrow at Advent
amortized in I 5 years.
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS j is now holding services in the I Albaugh from New York to repreChristian Church, Rev. Harry R.
AND CEMENT WORK
Church of the Nazarene, was guest I sent the missionary program of the
Daniels, will begin with the morn
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
! speaker. He was introduced by denomination. He has had one
ing worship at 10.30; Sunday
ROCKLAND ME.
' Rev. Mr. Lee. Coach Matheson, I term of missionary service in Belschool, 11.45; Loyal Workers meet
Established 1868.
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
I faculty sponsor of the subscription gian Congo and since his return,
ing, 6, and evening service at 7
TEL.
1187-R,
ROCKLAND,
ME
|
contest,
gave
a
pep
talk,
urging
for
reasons
of
health,
he
has
served
GCStf
o’clock. At the morning service,
THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HARD COAL
sales during the next week.
■ as a valuable member of the Amerithe pastor will speak on the sub-

Guns Are Popping

Virginia E. Kelley, formerly of
Cambridge High and Latin School
enterred the Junior Class this week.
taking tire commercial course.
Charlotte Gilchrist.

•'*'‘f’ t'fc-

Ministers’ Retreat

HAVE SOMETHING TO SHOW
For Your “Reat Money”

NOW IS THE TIME!

i

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

S. E. EATON

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
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Page Three
Mrs. Thomas Sweeney and Mrs.
Donald Leigh have been added to
the Nursing Association drive com
mittee.

Recruits Wanted
For Class V-3, U. S. Naval
Reserve—Com. Crie To
Be Here Monday Nights

John Henderson, 50, of Long
Cove, is in serious condition at
Knox Hospital following an ill turn
of the Lincoln Baptist Association which left him unconscious in a
local restaurant. Toxie liver was
at Morrill Wednesday.
; On Sunday the new Church assigned by Dr. Weisman as the
‘ School Advance Program will be ailment.
I inaugurated at the Littlefield MemTiie Rockland Lions Club has a
| orlal Church. Tills new method is
taught along the lines of the Dally change of venue next Wednesday
Vacation Bible School and is prov and will forsake their cosy lair at
ing successful ln many Baptist the Thorndike Hotel long enough
Sunday Schools. The five objec to be guests of the Sea Scouts at
tives of the plan are as follows: the Gen. Berry engine house. Lunch
' Reach all you can for Christ; will be served at the usual price,
j Teach all you reach; Win all you and the entertainment will be fur
1 teach; Enlist all you win; Train all nished by those versatile youths who
you enlist. An invitation ls ex- wear the insignia of the Sea Scouts.
1 tended *to all who do not attend
More locals on page seven.
I Sunday School elsewhere to Join
us next Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Moody of
• • • •
Brookline and Thomaston will
At the Unlversalist Church 10.45
quietly observe their golden wed
A. M. Dr. Lowe will preach a soul
ding anniversary at their Summer
searching sermon on the subject,
"Why We Should Go To Church." home in Thomaston next Tuesday.
Their marriage in Thomaston Oct.
The regular order of service will be
8. 1890. was in conjunction with
abbreviated because of Holy Com
the ceremony which united James
munion. Soprano soloist. Miss Lotte
B. Brown nnd Annie B. Henderson,
Mcljaughlin The kindergarten de
the double wedding being one of
partment will meet In the vestry
| during the service of worship, in the most brilliant social events the
charge of Miss Dorothy Dimlck. town had seen in many years.

O H. Crie, C R M.—N C R.. Com
manding Unit Ten. gives notice
SERMONETTF.
that he will be at the Naval Com
munication Headquarters. third
God's Power
Labor Day 1940 witnessed
floor of Post Office Building ln
along our New England shores
Rockland from 7.30 to 8 30 every
a manifestation of Eternal
Monday night for the purpose of
Power. We escaped a repltltlon
contracting recruits for Class V-3.
the hurricane of two years ago,
U. S. Naval Reserve.
it is true, but we're near enough
Acceptable candidates will be en
to this new one to feel the
listed in Class V-3 of the U. S.
mighty beat of its wings.
Naval Reserve. They will be or
Pear swept the people on the
dered to active duty and transferred
Rhode Island and Connecticut
by commercial transportation, in
coasts. Every available agency
cluding necessary expenses en
route. to the designated school. The I for rescue and relief was mobil
ized.
training will be performed in ac
Chicken supper at 6.30 will pave
At Falmouth Poreslde every
tive
duty
status,
with
pay.
in
the
the way for the Elks' 690th regular
thing was battered down. Extra
rating of Apprentice Seaman. Sea
session next Tuesday night.
anchors dropped and new lines
man 2d class, or Seaman 1st class
and hawsers run. Prom 9 un
depending
on
initial
qualifications.
Peyler's wholesale market keeps
til 10 a. m. fierce gusts whirled
After enlistment and reporting at
in touch with its fishing fleet with
in from sea. They were heavy
school, the students will be subsisted
a two-way radio system. Another
and made one aware of the
at the expense of the Navy, and
addition to his plant is a new cooler
mighty forces unleashed and
be
furnished,
at
no
expense
to
them,
room.
their Initial outfit of uniforms, i sweeping by us.
It made us humble. The surf
clothing, and such equipment as
Danny Patt, well known musician,
at Higgins Beach was grand but
may be necessary.
will return to this city Monday and
awesome. The roar of the sea
At the training schools they will
resume teaching of plan.) and ac
and the crashing combers
receive
a
four
months
course
of
cordion in the Maine Music Co.
The department is for the benefit
drowned every sound.
instruction to qualify them for the
Guest speaker at yesterday's meet
studio.
I sat amid the timbers of the of parents who wish to attend the
rating of Radioman 3d class or
ing of Rotary Club was Wilbur Ben
church
service
while
their
children
old
wreck
and
wondered
at
the
Signalman 3d class in the Naval
Wouldn't the boys along the
power all about me. Oods mercy are cared for by competent workers. ter, who showed pictures of his trip
Reserve.
street miss radio service these days
is ever round about us. Why The church school with classes for across the continent, going to Cali
At the expiration of this period
of the World Series. Yet it ls
should we be more impressed by all over five years of age, ln charge fornia via the southern route, and
Front row, left to right: Albert J. Brickley, commander of Huntley-Hill Post. V.F.W., which Is sponsoring those men who qualify by examina
doubtful if they get any greater
these vast upheavals of nature, of Mrs. Winola Cooper, will meet at return by the northern route. Views
tion will be advanced to the rat
kick than the old-time fans did the Home Defense Unit; Oliver R. Hamlin, acting captain of the unit; Sergeant James Huntley. Second
on the rampage, than by the noon in the vestry; Young People's shown were of Grand Canyon,
ing
of
Radioman
3d
class
or
Signal

when Prank Pratt was getting tiie row: Sergeant Theodore Sylvester; Sergeant Ernest Whitney; Sergeant Earl Young; and Sergeant Reginald man 3d class. They will then be
daily experiences of Ood's grace? Christian Union meeting in the Northern Mexico, Boulder Dam, the
—Photo by Sidney Cullen
petrified forest, Reno, Nev., Salt
results inning by inning at the Pos Henderson.
Beautiful wring-neck plovers church parlor 7 P. m.
afforded an opportunity to serve
• • • •
Lake City, and many other places
tal telegraph office on Limerock
The Heme Defense Corps held its, Grover and Achorn. Commands Roark.
for an additional period of not came up to the wreck and peeked
street.
The services at the Mountain of interest. Visiting Rotarlans were
in
upon
me.
I
put
this
ques

The
National
Guard
Armory
on
less
than
three
months
on
active
first roll-call and drill Thursday were given by Sergeant Whitney,
tion to the plovers biu they an View Road Church of the Nazarene A. V. Elmore of Camden, John
Spring street has been secured for duty at sea. or ln some cases, at
The men were divided into sepaThey used to hang horse thieves night. The new infantry drill reguswered not and trotted away will begin with Bible School at 10.09 Brewer of Lewiston and Harry A.
the use of the new Home Defense Naval Siiore Radio Stations. Dur
ln the old days and that ls how laltions were demonstrated by Ser- rate squads and drilled by Sergeants Corps. Tiie next drill will take place ing this time they will receive pay
into the very edge of the surf a. m. The New Eingland District Thompson of Boston, President
is having a special emphasis drive Blalsdell appointed a committee for
Donald Kelsey, Jr., feels about the geants Sylvester of Rockland. Hen- J Whitney. Sylvester and Henderson Tuesday night at 7 30 AU ex-serv- of their rating. Men who do not
—unafraid.
person who stole his bicycle Thurs Gerson of Thomaston, Young of and Corporal Huntley. A fine ex-j ice men and members report at Ar- qualify for Radioman 2d class or
"Thy way O God is in the sea for Sunday School during the month the Boy Scout drive next week, with
day from McLain School. He ls Rockport, Whitney of Camden hibitlon drill of the cld manual of mory The Home Defease call on Signalman 3d class, but who are
and thy path in the great waters of October. At morning worship Maurice Lovejoy as chairman.
still willing to relent to some ex Corporal Huntley and Privates arms was given by Lieut. Edward J. I the dlaphone will be "62."
and thy footsteps are not service Elev. C. Ross Emrick will
recommended for further training,
The Boy Scouts held their first
tent if he gets his bike back. If
known."
'The depths were bring a sermon on the subject of
may be transferred to sea for a
Court
nt Honor Thursday night at
"Holiness."
This
is
the
closing
day
any one knows anything of it they
troubled
They surely were—
period of not less than three months
The United Cement Chips and
of the revival. Mr. Davis will sing. die High School. Dick Spear of
could do much good by telephoning Lime Workers International Union
on Labor Day.
during which time they will be
anS will direct tiie Junior Choir in Troop 202 turned in an application
963-J.
—William A. Holman
afforded another opportunity to
meeting and supper will be Tuesday
a
special selection. The Young for the Eagle award which will be
qualify for these ratings under ac
at 7 o'clock in the K P. hall in
| people will meet at 6 30 p. m with rewarded in Portland In November.
Fifty-five children attended the Thomaston.
tual service conditions
At St. Peter’s Church, (Episcopal) j the president. Miss Lillian Bates in Dick will be the flint Rockland boy
Story Hour at Public Llbray Friday
Applicants for enlistment in Rev E. O. Kenyon, rector, the ser
barge. Miss Helen Dunbar will to receive the Eagle badge for more
afternoon when the prizes and cer
Class V-3 must qualify under the vices for tomorrow will be appro- j speak
A CHANCE TO HELP
The evangelistic service be than six years. Other advance
tificates were given to the winners
following
requirements:
Registration for the Selective
priate for the 20th Sunday after gins at 7.30 and Mr Davis will sing ments were: First class, Roland
of the Summer Reading Club.
(a) Be male citizens between
Draft, which takes place at the
Trinity: Church School at 9 30 and and also a trio, composed of Mr. Hayes. 208. Fred Lamle. 204; Second
Goldie Barton received first prize
the ages of 17 and 35 years.
city
’
s
various
polling
places
Holy Eucharist at 10.30. Rev. Her Emrick, Mr. Davis and Rev. Earl class, Richard Simmons, Herbert
and Astrid Henrikson the second.
•
bl
Be
of
good
character.
Wednesday Oct. 16. between the
bert Pulsifer is ln charge of the Lee. Rev. Emrick will bring his Rector and Robert Sprowl, all of
Certificates were presented the fol
<c) Possess the physical re parish during the absence of the
'Reprinted from the Piscataquis i appreciate your stand for temperhours of 7 a. m. and 9 p. m.
closing message on the subject of Troop 208; merit badges, Benny
lowing children, who had read the
quirements specified for enlistment rector.
Observer of Dover-Foxcroftl.
will
require
the
services
of
ance
through
the
years
and
while
"Heaven." Wednesday prayer serv Shapiro, 206; public health safety,
required number of books: Goldie
• • • •
The Observer, from its beginning we deplore the fact that liquor ad in Class V-3, U8.N R. Men who
many volunteers, who will serve
| flremenship. carpentry, first aid, A.
ice as usual.
Barton. Astrid Henrikson, Betty
are
enlisted
for
training
as
Signal

in 1838. has opposed the sale of In
• • • •
I Cowtn, 206; carpentry, basketry,
without pay. and who will no
"Unreality" is the subject of the
Ann Staples. Betty Jane Bickford.
vertising has been allowed, we feel men at the signal schools at Chica
toxicating beverages particularly,
doubt be glad to do so as a
Lesson-Sermon that will be read At the Congregational Church Dick Spear. 202 civic.
Cynthia Knowlton. Betsy Cooper.
since the paper came under Its that perhaps we have been slow to go, Ill., and Los Angeles. Calif.,
patriotic duty m this time when
...
in all Churches of Christ, Scien the service of morning worship will —
Mary Libby. Marguerite Matthews.
must
have
excellent
vision
in
both
present management ln 1899. It has show our appreciation In the past
National Defense is being so
be at 10 30 a. m„ and will be held the pastor. Mr MacDonald's ser
Bernice Mitchell. Nathalie Post,
tist,
throughout
the
world
on
Oct.
received seme encouragement (In and in this way are perhaps partly eyes. Men enlisted for training at
strongly urged. City Clerk E.
6. The Golden Text is; "Know in tiie vestry while tiie auditorium mon subject on "Tiie Greatest Op
Pauline Skinner. Rosanna Treat.
words) because of that; in fact the responsible for the change in your the radio schools. Noroton. Conn.;
R Keene Informs The CourierCarol Ann Wolcott and Muriel
therefore this day. and consider it Ls being re decorated. Altlhough portunity of Love,” will be replete
Charleston.
S.
C.;
Indianapolis,
Dover and Poxcroft Ministerial
Gazette that between 40 and 50
Adams. Cinder Lad and Arabella,
in thine heart, that the Lord he Is the minister. Rev. Corwin H Od.s, with illustrations of men from all
May
we
hope
that
in
the
policy.
Ind
;
Los
Angeles.
Calif
;
San
Fran

Associatlan ln 1892 or 1893 passed a
volunteers for enroUing the reg
Araminta. Violetta Applegate were
future liquor advertising may find cisco, Calif.; and Puget Sound, God in heaven above, and upon the will be present, the preacher for the classes of ife.
vote for publication, thanking the
istrants
will
be
necessary.
It
Is
• • • •
the stories told by Mrs. P. Craw
earth beneath; there is none else" day will be Rev Madison Hart. D.
paper for the position it had taken no place in your excellent paper." Wash., must have satisfactory vis
also desired that 40 small tables
The Salvation Army will lead
ford Gatcomb.
It ls significant that although ion as specified for recruits in the (Deuteronomy 4'39>. The citations D.. from Kentucky. Dr. Hart has
on temuerance and the aid it had
and £0 chairs be furnished, and
from the Bible include the follow- supplied this pulpit on previous oc- the meeting Sunday at 2 oclock
given by publicity of church mat this letter Is dated Jan. 12, the name Bureau of Medicine and Surgery ing passages: "Put not vour trust
if any of the volunteers have
and has E«*aUy endeared at Ingraham Hill Chapel.
Notwithstanding bridge traffic
of the writer is not on the sub Manual.
typewriters to loan the machines
ters.
• • • •
ln princes, nor ln t&e son of man. ™"neu to «U who have heard him.
for August showed a gain of $4086
scription list of the "excellent
Application
for
enlistment
in
the
will be gladly accepted. Tele
Within the last year some matters
"The Minister's Theme" will be
over the same month in 1939, there
paper,” neither have any subscrip case of minors shall be accom in whom there is no help. Happy j Church School will be at the same
phone City Clerk E. R. Keene
have come up that lead to this
Is he that hath the God of Jacob “ou^ ^t M)m" °f the classes will the sermon subject at 10 30 tomor
was a marked falling off in Septem
at
his
office
in
the
City
Build

statement.
When it became legal to tions been received from her as panied by parent s or guardian s for his help, whose hope is in the I
10 lack, of row at the Methodist Church and
ber when receipts amounting to
sociates.
consent.
All
statements
made
in
ing or his residence on North
publish advertisements of beer and
I space while the church is under "Hearts Strangely Warmed" at
$22,327 were $1796 less than for the
Lord
his
God:
”
(Psalms
145:
3,
5).
The
Maine
Register
lists
19
minMain street. Early response to ! liquors, questionnaires came to The , A
. ;he application for enlistment are
going repairs. Comrades of the 7 o'clock. Baraca Class will meet
corresponding month last year. This
Observer from advertising agencies ^ters and priests n his county but held to be material facts, and any
these requests will help the
Way will meet in the vestry at 6 30 at noon as will the Sunday School.
was due in great part to the in
misstatements
or
omission
of
such
tasking
11
It
accepted
such
advertlsHert
*
rt
»
Livingston
of
this
The
inauguration
of
the
Baptist
p. m.
Men's Class at 9 30 a. m. and
clement and discouraging weather cause and will be appreciated.
• • • •
ing, to which the reply had been town ls the only one on the sub material facts may be considered Church School Advance Program,
Young People at 6 30 p. m.
the early part of the month. As
Rev. Horace R grounds for discharge.
will be observed at the Littlefield
“No." We had not changed out scription list.
"Three Revealing Questions" will
many will recall there was a heavy
A representative of the Augusta
Hayes,
recently
minister
of
the
Mile
During
the
time
students
are
Memorial
Church,
Sunday
morn

rain Labor Day morning following Field Office of the Sccial Security mind in relation to hard liquor but Baptist Church, but who is now undergoing training, and later, if ing at 10.30. with appropriate ser be the subject of the Communion
poor weather over the preceding Board will be at the Deputy Collec when the Brewers' Industrial Foun living out of the State, has been a they volunteer for and are accep mon and installation of teachers. sermon at the First Baptist Church
SPECIAL TODAY
Sunday at 19 30 The church school
weekend which drove many tour-- tor’s office, Post Office Building at dation asked for a publication of a long time subscriber.
ted for duty afloat, pay will be as Rev. C. A. Marstaller wilt use as will meet at noon with the classes
AT
series
of
advertisements
urging
ists back home with a resultant loss 12 noon to 2 p. m on Wednesday,
When the matter of non-sub follows in accordance with the ap his topic "Follow Me. " Special mu
in traffic that the bridge would Oct. 9. He will be pleased to assist moderation in the use and sale of scription was mentioned to a local propriate rating: Radioman or Sig sic will include a selection by the of the Young People’s Department
have otherwise profited by had the applicants who may wish to file Its products—ln short endeavoring minister he said he bought the pa nalman 3d class. $60 per month; choir. Sunday school meets at 1145 meeting together for the first time
tourists remained in the State. This claims, or to assist them in other to make the business more respec per. This wrriter has had experi Seaman 1st clas. $54 per month; with the new Advance School Pro The Christian Endeavorers will
CHICKEN BARBECUE
Ls borne out by the fact that in Au matters pertaining to old-age and table thin It had been here while it ence with church subscriptions and 3eaman 2d class, $36 per month; gram in operation. Young People s meet at 6 15 with Mrs. MacDonald
HOME RAKED BEANS
was
operated,
the
advertising
was
as
the
speaker.
The
people's
eve

gust, when weather for the entire survivors insurance.
HOME MADE BREAD AND
knows
that
the
person
who
make*
Apprentice
Seaman.
$21
per
month.
meeting
at
6
o
clock
with
Misa
I.ucy
ning service will open at 7.15 with
accepted, but discontinued when the
ROLLS
month was ideal, receipts amounted
The enlistment of radio operators, Munro as leader. For the evening the prelude and big sing assisted by
series reached a point where the a definite pledge is very much more
to $45,939. and which dropped off
TRY
OCR
10c
BANANA SPLIT
valuable
than
one
who
says
he
puts
both
commercial
and
amateur,
li

BORN
service at 7.15 the pastor will use the instruments and the choir. The
use of be-r was urged and the bene
almost 50 percent the following
Knowlton At Camden. Oct 3. to Mr fits derived by the State and the money on the plate when (and if) censed by the Federal Communica as his subject, "The Plight of the first ln a series of ten minute spe
Orders Taken for Home Cooking
month.—Bath Times.
and Mrs. Martin Knowlton, a daugh
it confronts him.
tions Commision, is particularly Unprepared.” Special music will cials on "The Bible and the Final 282 MAIN ST.
TEL. 971-W
ter
poor from its sale were stressed.
120* It
All of the Maine daily papers and desired.
Bickford At Oreat Neck. L. I. N. Y..
be provided. Mid-week prayer and Leagues of Nations" will be given by
Meantime
a
long-time
subscriber
Winslow - Holbrook
Auxiliary Sept. 25. to Mr and Mrs Norman
many
weeklies
carry
advertisement?
Applicants
should
apply
to
the
praise
service
Tuesday
evening
at
I Virginia Clayton i. a son
had written expressing his regret
beano Tuesday. Oct. 8 at 8 p. m.; Bickford
of beer ar.d liquor and the temper nearest Naval Reserve activity or 7.30. The Ladies Aid meeting will
Oushec At Appleton Mills, Sept 27.
3 cards 25c; free specials and door to Mr and Mrs Carleton Ciuahee. a and disapproval of the advertising ance people who buy those papers to the headquarters of their Naval be postponed this week so that
daughter
—
Nellie
Irene
but
when
in
reply
the
lack
of
sup

prize—adv.
119-120
contribute to their support, over District.
members may attend the meeting
port given the paper by temper
looking.
evidently, the advertising
MARRIED
ance advocates was shown him he
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for
Matinicus Island looked pretty
Vose-Gray — At Rockland. Oct 3. appreciated the situation and ex- that is so obnoxious in The Ob
Purs; Burdells Dress Shop for Roger
good to Charles Johnson of South
Elliot Voae and Oladys Louise
server.
A
recent
number
of
The
CASH REWARD
Dresses. Complete stocks always Oray. both ol Rockland Bv Rev J. pessed a determination to bet’er Bangor News contained 11 adver west Harbor when he was taken to
For return of Boy's Bicycle
MacDonald
conditions as much as he could. He
on hand. New merchandise coming Charles
Mcf'artney-t'opeland
At Rockland.
tisements amounting to around 137 that port Thursday by Bradbury
taken Thursday from
in every day at moderate prices. Oct. 3. Myron McCartney and Chris said lie would send our letter to a inches, or about seven columns of Young, after being adrift for two
tine
Copeland,
both
of
Rockland
By
prominent WC.T.U. worker, and
See them today. Odd Fellows Block. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
McLain School
days
In
his
32-foot
fishing
boat,
did, for the following statement The Observer, and yet we do not with a faulty engine. The sea was
School street, Rockland.
107-tf
hear it condemned because of this
Donald L. Kelsey
came from her:
a bit rough, but Johnson is righ 165 NO. MAIN ST.
DIED
TEL. 963-J
"We want you to know that we advertising.
at
home
ln
that
kind
of
weather,
Shaw At Thomaston. Oct. 5. Oeorge
Unfortunately, for reasons already
S Shaw, aged 78 years, 22 days. In
given, this statement of fact like and with plenty of food on board
terment ln Richmond
Nystrom At Rockland. Oct 4. Zllda
the sermons ministers sometimes he had none of the dime novel ex
A Nystrom. aged 37 years. 8 months.
PLEASANT STREET
preach, will not reach all the people periences which otherwise might
LAKEHURST
10 days. Funeral Monday at 2 o'clock
the Burpee funeral home.
we are after, but if any who read it have resulted. His boat was towed
HOME BAKERY
EVERY SATURDAY NITE from
DANCE
PAVILION
Cooley At Cushing. Oct 2. Oeorge
will pass it along it may put tem to Southwest Harbor by one of the
E Cooley, aged 47 years, 7 months. 16
At
SPECIAL
DAMARISCOTTA
Coast
Ouard
boats
which
bases
days. Military funeral, Sunday at 2
perance people in a more consistent
o'clock
from
Cushing
Methodist
there.
GLEN COVE
attitude.
Church.
Plain
Doughnuts,
doz.
15c
MacGregor At Camden. Oct. 3. Belle
We appreciate the few commen
120*It
Davis, wife of John MacGregor, aged
Music By
8.00 to 12.00
Your Child Is Not Fireproof—
dations we have received but our
70 years. 4 months. 7 days
Funeral
Sunday at 10 o'clock from Russe l fu
feeling now is that the WC.T.U. Safety Council expert lists Ten
HALS RHYTHMAIRES
George Goodie and his
neral home. Rockport
Interment In
should continue the work of tem Commandments to safeguard little
Rockport Sea View cemetery.
i
DANCE
Orchestra
ones
from
Are
—
figures
show
4000
Creamer At West Waldoboro. Oct
Admission 35c and 25c, plus tax
perance education and not depend
3. Mrs Orace Creamer. Funeral today
Norman Elvin, director
children are burned to death every
117Stf at 2 30 from residence. Interment ln OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM on The Observer to do it.
Fireplace and Heating System
year. See the American Weekly
German Lutheran cemetery.
Every Monday Night
Magazine with the Oct. 6th Bos
No Parking Worry
Paul
W.
Horeyseck
of
Rockland,
BI D CLARK and ORCHESTRA
IN MEMORIAM
120*It
Albert E. Hill of Warren and Susan ton Sunday Advertiser.
Dance 8.30 to 12.30
In loving memory of William I BarD. Abbott of Union, having made
Admission 30c, including tax
rows. who passed away Oct. 5. 1937
118*’f
117*ltStf an average of B or better in their
Nothing but memories as we Journey
LETTER
WRITING
WEEK,
OCTOBER
6
TO
12
on.
GLEN COVE
courses during the Spring semester,
Longing for a smile from a loved one
at the University of Maine, were
SUNDAY, 9.30 to 12.00 None gone:
knows the depth of our deep
Included in the dean's list issued
regret.
116Th&Stf
by James A. Gannett, registrar.
But we remember when others forget.
THE HIGHEST FORM
Horeyseck, son of Mr. and Mrs.
•
His Wife and Mother
OF CRAFTSMANSHIP
Prank Horeyseck, is a sophomore
ls exemplified in the memorials
CARD OF THANKS
ln chemical engineering and was
carved here from rugged granite
Master of Ceremonies
I wish to thank all who so kindly
and beautifully-marked marble.
on the dean's list last semester;
remembered me during my stay at
Regardless of which type of
he is pledged to Kappa Sigma so
BABE SUTHERLAND
the hospital Including the staff of E
B Crockett's store and the Opportu
stone you prefer, you can bo
cial fraternity. Hill, son of Mrs.
nity Class of the First Bantlst Church.
jure that it will be flawless in
and Accompanist
Jennie Hill, is a Senior in the
Mrs. Alice Storer
every detail and sculptured to
' School of Education. Receiving a
Fresh from a Successful Season at Old Orchard
perfection. All monuments are
Ambulance Service
FUNERAL HOME
Normal School scholarship he
D.U.V. Beano at G.A.R. hall.
correctly designed in the mod
transferred
to
the
University
last
Monday at 2.15. Three free specials
Ambulance Service
ern mode.
Entertaining
Different
Exciting
year and was a dean's list student
120-lt
TELEPHONES
last semester. He is a member of
RUSSELL
Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
Mrs. York's beano, Spear Hall.
Sigma Mu Sigma and Kappa Delta
INC.
IM. 781-1 er 781-H
FUNERAL HOME
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
Monday night at 7.30. Attendance
Pi. Miss Abbott, daughter of Mr
• CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. M2
119-119 LIMEROCK STREET
EAST UNION A THOMASTON
prize, fringed Beacon blanket; free
and Mrs. Wilbur Abbott, is a Junior
ROCKLAND, ME.
ROCKLAND, ME.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
in home economics and was on the
lllStf
119-tf chicken dinner; other free prizes.
98-tf
118-120
120*It
dean's list last semester.
Oct. C 12—Business Women's Week
Oct » Quarterly meeting of Lin
coln Baptist Assn at Morrill Baptist
Church
Oct. IB—County Teachers' Conven
tion
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
Oct. 16—Draft registration day
Oct 16—Union Pall Fair at Seven
Tree Orange
Oct. 18—'Down Easters" at Com
munity Bldg., auspices American Le
gion Auxiliary
Oct. 19 — Waldoboro
County 4-H
Club Contest at High School audi
torium
Oct 23 Annual fair at Goodwill
Orange
Oct. 23—Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau
annual meeting at Community Build
ing. Rockland.
Oct 23-25 — Portland—State Teach
ers Convention.
Oct. 21—Halloween.

AN EDITOR SPEAKS OUT

He Deplores Liquor “Ads/’ But Gets Little

Material Support For Not Using Them

THE DORMANEHE

BURPEE & LAMB INC.
FALL SHOWING OF

CLOTHCRAFT CLOTHING

DANCING

DANCE TONIGHT

SUITS, $23.50 to $26.50

OVERCOATS, $27.50 to $31.50
TOPCOATS, $25.00 to $28.50

TRAP SHOOT

RAINBOW ROOM ATTRACTION

BURPEE'S

THORNDIKE HOTEL

Pane Pour

WALDOBORO
ftftftft
MJUS LOnSE MJUJS
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
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RECOGNIZE THESE BUILDINGS? NEW UNIT IN OPERATION

Civil War Veterans

Progress Of Central Maine As Told By
President Wyman To the Stockholders

j

Cemetery Association will be held
Monday night at 7.30 ln Levensalers Shoe Store.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey Lash are
on a motor trip through the White
Mts. They will visit Boston before
returning home.
Homer W. Viles of Duxbury.
Mass., was guest Thursday of Mrs.
Warren W. Creamer.
The Baptist Missionary Society
held an all day session Friday in
the church vestry. A covered dish
luncehon was served at noon.
Mrs. Harold Parsons and son
Billy of Newcastle were Friday
guests of her parents Mr. and
Mrs. C. B. Stahl.
King Solomon's Lodge F.A.M

Every-Other-Day

W

'

... —.---------- ------u.——•«-*—
Bird's-eye view northwest from the roof of the Custom House. From an
old photo loaned by Mrs. Ralph T. Clark of Lawn avenue.
__ ______________________________________________________________

home of Mrs. Emma Norwood were
Mrs. Laura Hastings of South Hope.
Mrs. Zena Nelson. Mrs. Alida Fos
sett. Mrs. Florence Calderwood and
son Kenneth of Union. Mrs. Lula
ALENA L. STARRE7IT
Libby. Mrs. Graoe Leavitt and
Correspondent
granddaughter Sandra Bealsl of
ftftftft
South Warren.
Tel 40
Alden Watts, winning seventh
place in naming an all star baseThe Help One Another Circle of . bau team, in a contest sponsored
Kings Daughters will meet Monday.j by Station WNAC of Boston. Mass,
night with Mrs. Ella Caler.
I was announced winner recently
elected these officers Tuesday’ night:
The Dorcas Circle of the Congre- ! of a box of cigars.
Wo: shipful Master. Floyd Benner:
Mrs. Georgia Dean of Camden
senior warden. Earle Spear; junior gational Church will hold the first
warden. Oral E. Ludwig; senior meeting of the season after the and house guest Mrs. Corinne
deacon’ Rafph ~P. ~StaW; Junior Summer recess Monda>’ afternoon Hunter of Haverhill. Mass., were
deacon. F. E. Boggs; secretary. Fred at the home of Mrs. Eleanor Bar- guests Thursday afternoon of their
niece. Mrs. Ralph Norwood.
S. Si.umons; treasurer, Captain rett.
Three candidates will be initiated
Officers elected Thursday night
Pollard.
Mrs. Grace Creamer died Thurs at the Wednesday. meeting of the at the meeting of the Baptist Men's
day at her home at West Waldo- E-A. Starrett Auxiliary. S
U V. Mrs ; Forum were president. Chester
~............
boro. Funeral services will be held I Alice Gray will be chairman of the Wyllie; first vice president. Herbert
Satur^sy at 2 30 p. m. at her home. I dinner committee, and members no: Kenniston; second vice president,
the Rev. Harold Nutter officiating. | solicited are requested io furnish Virgil Hills; secretary, Clifton Mej servey; treasurer. Charles Wilson.
Burial will be iu tlie German sweets.
Services at the Baptist Church Committees will be appointed later.
Lu'heran cemetery.
Waldoboro friends of Howard A. Sunday will be as follows: At 10.30 Wilbur Senter of Rockland, guest
Marple of St. Louis, Missouri who "Seeing Rome.'' and at 7 p. m. speaker, showed his latest movie
is the son of Mrs. Helen Marple “Loyalty to Christ." Church school reels on "America on Parade." the
of this town will be interested in will meet at 12, noon, and at 6 colored scenes taken all over the
the Sep .ember issue of Monsanto, o'clock meeting of the B.Y.P.U., I United States, very beautiful and
a trad, magazine uf which Mr. the nominating committee will pre- , instructive.
Marple is editor. This particular sent .lie slate of officers for the j Mrs Gladys Hill and Owen RusIssue contains an article on “Lob coming year.
j
of Bridgewater. Mass., were
sters and Seaweed” with splendid
Topics for worship at the Con- recent guests of Mrs. Susie Philpictv -es taken by Mr. Marple when giegational Church Sunday will brook and Mr. and Mrs. Leland
on his vacation here a few weeks be at 10JO. "The Church Universal Philbrook.
ago. Wilmont Davis is stc. in and at 7 p. m. "The Shepherd's
Faith Norwood is inRockland
several of the photos as the typical Psalm.'' A special Invitation is ex- wlth her aunt, Mrs. Leroy Elwell
lobsterman. All of the scenes are tended to members of the church ! for a visit.
taken near Back Cove on the Med- I and parish, and friends of the '
omak River.
church to the morning service. Chester I. Castner
Morning worship at First Baptist 1 which will be followed by a special ' Private funeral services for ChesChurch. Rev. Harold W. Nutter ! communion at the close, in recog- ter I- Castner. 72. who died Monpastor, will beat 10.45 with “Fel- nition of the services rendered the j day night after an illness of eight
lowship in Suffering'' the sermon | Christian Churches all over the months, during which he was tentopic, which will be followed by world. A baptism will be held also d«ly cared for by Mrs. Castner.
communion sendee. Sunday school at the morning service. Sunday and the family were held Thursday
meets at 12 o'clock, and young evening services will again be re- afternoon at the late home with
peoplt'-. service at 6. A rally day sumed after a recess of the Sum- ' the Rev. William Stackhouse offlprogram will be given by the chil- , mer and early Fall. Church school elating.
Burial was ln Shuman
dren of the Church school at 7 will meet at 9.30.
cemetery. Waldoboro, following a
O'clock, and the special music will
Miss Allison Stackhouse, who has committal service. The bearers
be by the Church orchestra. Prayer been employed at Pemaquid, has vere. George Starrett, Fred Kenmeeting Wednesday night at 7.30. j been at her home the past week niston. Clarence Peabody and Ar
thur Starrett.
ill with the grip.
Mr. Castner. employe for 31 years
Mrs.
Leonard
Cousins
is
a
patient
WEST WALDOBORO
in
the picker room of the Georges
Mrs. Viola Kuhn entertained at the Central Maine Hospital in
River Mills until compelled to leave
the Wesley Society recently with, Lewiston where she underwent an last February because of ill health.
99
offirpr." were eleeteri operation for appendicitis Thurs'
23 present Officers were elected
mornine Laura Ann Cousins was born at North Waldoboro Mav
for the coming year: President, da' "J*”™08' Laura Ann cousins
vouneest
nf ui,«
Mrs Nettip Winchenbachvice is wlth her grandparents. Mr. and 8' 1868- 1116 youngest son of Miles
Mrs. Nettie
Nettle Winchenbach;
Winchenbach, vice Mrs. WUliam Partridge, and Anita and Margaret (Mink) Castner. Prepresident, Mrs. Myrtle Wincapaw;
Cousins is with her aunt, Mrs. vlous “> hU employment ln the
secretary, Mrs. Louise Vannah; Lewis Robinson.
woolen mill, he worked for 18 years
treasurer. Mrs. Bessie Creamer. The
The Women's Mission Circle met 'in tbe McLeod and Stover Lime
next meeting will be held with Mrs. Wednesday at the Montgomery Quarries at North Warren,
Mary Kaler Oct. 10.
rooms for White Cross Work.
Besides the widow. Cora (Weaver)
Mrs. EmUy Winchenbach spent
George W. J. Carr has closed the Castner. he leaves two sons. Floyd
last Tuesday with Mrs. Eldora
cottage “Fairmont" at Crawford and Arnold of this town, five
Gross at Gross Neck and also
Lake and has left for Clearwater, daughters. Mrs. Clarence Ray of
called on Mrs. Melvin Genthner
Fla., tvhere' he will spend the Win Rockland. Mrs. Claude Averill. Mrs.
and Ida Waltz.
ter as usual. Enroute he will visit Judson Garnett. Mrs. Louis Fiske.
Miss Esther Aulis is having a
with friends ln New York city, in and Miss M. Shirley Castner all
week's vacation from her duties at Philadelphia, his cousin in Roanoke of this town, four grandchildren,
Moody’s Diner.
Va.. who will give a series of par and two brothers. Eldorus of Wav
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Smith of ties in Mr. Carr's honor, and rela erly. Mass., and Sanford of Wal
Marblehead, Mass., are spending tives at Carrwood Decatur, Ga.
tham. Mass.
two weeks at their home here.
Kenneth Starrett is visiting with
Mrs. Fannie Waltz visited rela his aunt, Mrs. Hazel Wall in West
SPRUCE HEAD
tives at Gross Neck recently.
Dresden.
Mrs. S. B. Haskell of Dover-FoxMr. and Mrs. John Crane have
Henry Caldrice, overseer the past
bought the Maynard Genthner eight years in the finishing depart croft is visiting her son and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert I. Burch.
house at Winslow Mills.
ment of the Georges River Mills,
Vincent E. Carr went Moday to
Mis Sadie Winchenbach is hav will assume the position of over
ing her vacation from the Central seer Monday in the Brown MiUs Damariscove Coast Guard station in
Maine office.
of the American Woolen Company Boothbay Harbor, where he will be
Richard Dow of Framingham, ta i^ver-^xcroft'.'” Mrs.'caldrice iemployed for ^’eral weks.
Mass., was a recent visitor at the will remain in this town for a few
Mrs. L. C. Elwell and niece Mrs.
home of Dewey Winchenbach,
weeks.
, |I Carlton Allen of Rockland called
Mr. and Mrs. Arth’ir Fitzgerald
Members of the Congregational Monday on Mrs. Elwell's sister Mrs.
were Rockland visitors Friday.
Church to attend the annual meet- j Everett Allen, who went Thursday
Hermie Drestrt and Mr. Pullson ing of the Lincoln Association of |to Boston, for medical treatment.
of New Britain, Conn., were visitors Congregational
Churches
held j Mr. and Mrs. William Gilbert rerecently at the home of Dewey Tuesday at the Federated Church turned this week to their home in
Winchenbach.
in Thomaston were, Rev. and Mrs. Medfield, Mass., after spending the
Walter Kaler Jr., has returned L. Clark French. Mr. and Mrs. Wil Summer at their island cottage.
to Ann Arbor, Mich., after spend liam H. Robinson, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Elwell and
ing his .vacation with his parents, Sidney Wyllie, Mrs. William Bar daughter Carol returned to Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kaler.
rett, Mrs. E. B. Clark, and Mrs. land Thursday having been guests
Robert Walker.
of L. C. Elwell on Hewett's Island.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Tuesday dinner guests at the
Mrs. S. B Haskell spent Thursday
afternoon with Mrs. Mary Burke.
Mrs. Stanley Simmons who has
LETTER WRITING WEEK. OCTOBER 6 TO 12
ben visiting for several weeks ln
Massachusetts returned Thursday,
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Milledge Randall, who will visit her
BUY A KALAMAZOO. DIRECT TO YOU
for several days.
Stoves, Heaters, Furnaces and Combinations
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Palmer of
Very Easy Terms
Your Old Stove Taken in Trade
Guilford were Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Allard.
H3rold B. Kaler, local representative, Washington
98-tf
letter )Yritinf Week, October 1-12

WARREN

Much of the time and attention August for this period was $637,482.
The so-called Excess Profits Tax
of the Company’s staff has been
taken up during the past few weeks Bill which is now before Congress
with preparations for permanently will quite likely impose additional
funding a part of its cor.s’ruction taxes on this Company for the
year 1949. Until the bill becomes
costs of 1939 and 1940. Since Jan.
a law, it is impossible to say what
1, 1939. the Company has expended
the additional taxes will be. It
for additions to its plant $5,356,000.
may be that this cannot be deter
This Includes completion of the
mined until the records of the year
hydro electric plant at Solon, the
are complete. As soon as possible
installation of a third unit at the
after the bill becomes a law, such
Wyman Station on the Kennebec adjustments as need to be made in
River; the erection of a 16.000 kilo
the Income account of the Com
watt steam plant at Bucksport;
pany will be determined and prop
the building of something over 40
erly taken care of.
miles of 110.000-volt transmission
line from Pittsfield to a substation Tuf.D.,nil/Cl/11 I c
in Windsor, the building of a 33,000- I TKUKlYUlKtVILLt
Col. Edward Alonzo True. 8th
volt line from Gulf Island Station j Mrs. Gertrude Wellman and
to Bath, and a great many other' mother Mrs. Elenora Payson of Maine Volunteers. He belonged to
the well known True family of seven
smaller items. The building of j South Hope were dinner guests at children, all of whom have lived to
this line from Gulf Island to Bath Lester Merrill's recently,
be over 80 years. Still living are
has been anticipated for some time I Mrs. Gertrude Monkhouse of Mrs. Elizabeth Spear of Rockport.
as something that would have to Portland called on Mrs. Elizabeth L. P. True of Hope, Miss Frances
be done before very long. The in- Howard recently.
True of Lowell, Mass. Deceased are:
crease in activity at Bath on acJaclt pushaw has been confined £*,'TrMe'^,eor<e.’?ue- Mrs Rom‘
count of the Defense Program to the house by jnness.
" lder and Herbert Truemade It necessary to do it this
and Earle Upham have era- “ "
'ployment in Rockport.
; music which was much enjoyed.
Since Jan. 1, 1939. in addition to
_
,
..
Ice cream and cake was served,
refunding its First Mortgage bonds , Ne-S°n PEarr,^w”
wi“thr°P Mr. and Mrs. Pushaw were happily
of 1939 the Company has issued ana Ls employed at \ S. Lotnrops.
i surprised on the arrival of Mr. and
sold $2,450,000 of additional bonds1 Kenneth Knight has moved from Mrs. Hollis Jacobs and Mr. and Mrs.
and $1,000,000 of common stock, Rockport and is occupying the farm Herbert Jacobis of Pittsfield, who
for which it received approximately formerly owned by E. W Lassell.
came to spend the weekend and at$3,450,000 On Jan. 1, 1939 it owed
Miss Muriel Cnilds and Edith tended
the celebration.
The
$1,500,000 on short time obligations. Dunbar of South Hope spent the Messrs Jacobs and Mr. Pushaw
This represented money spent In weekend ln Rockland, guests of Mr. I have been close friends from childprevious years for additions to its and Mrs. Wendell Emery.
I hood.
property. While the Company had
Mrs. Elizabeth Howard left Sat ! Mr and Mrs. Pushaw have best
earned sufficient money to pay its urday for Thomaston, enroute to wishes from hosts of friends for
preferred stock dividend in previ- Port Clyde where she will visit her many more wedding anniversaries
to come. Hostesses were Mrs Lu
ous yews, one-half of this dlvi- daughter. Mis. Sydney Davis.
dent had been applied to the con
Sydney Crabtree and Lester Mer cretia Pushaw and Louise Gratrlx.
struction of necessary property ad rill are shingling their buildings.
ditions for a period of two years
Walter Feyler of Thomaston was NORTH WALDOBORO
and three months and the amount
Mr and Mrs. Severin Dahl of
a business caller in this place
of this arrearage of preferred divi
Staten Island, N. Y.. were over
Thursday.
dends was $1,459,000. This arrear
Mrs. Mary Watson. Mrs Raymond night guests of Capt. and Mrs A.
age was paid in July 1939 and Jan
Crabtree
and Mrs C. C. Childs at- D. Thomas recently.
uary 1940. Payment of the ComMrs. Lillian Gilchrist of Springpany's short term obligation and ‘*nded
Bureau al Ea5t Unlon
arrearage on its preferred stock Wednesd3>'
Mrs. Crabtree and field. Mass., were weekend guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Shuman
left approximately $500,000 aval!-,
Childs were housekeepers,
Mr and Mrs. Henry Hilton of
able toward construction of prop-1 Golden Anniversary
Waldoboro were callers at Olive
erty additions for 1939 and 1940., Relatives and friends numbering Shuman’s Sunday afternoon.
Subtracting this (500.000 from the 220 gathered at the Grange hall in
$5.356 000. which was spent for South Hope Sept. 27 ln honor of
plant additions, left $4 856.000. Mr and Mrs John Pushaw's 50th Thursday.
which had to be provided from wedding anniversary which occurreS
Mrs. Annie Veino who has been
other sources. Up to the present on Jan. 22. but owing to Mr. Puslitime this has been taken care of aw's ill health it was postponel. for several months returned home
by using aproximately $2,500 000 Oifts included a studio counch from Wednesday,
from the net earnings, depreciation their children and families 2 blanmoney and other internal cash of kets. two spreads, silver, clock. $20 family were Sunday night callers
the Company.
in money, table cover, towels, glass- ' at Chester Duncan's.
A registration statement cover- ware, sofa pillows, wearing apparel,,
ing the issuance of $1,500,000 prin- dishes, etc. Mr and Mrs. S. T. Conclpal amount of bonds and $1,000- stantine of Rockland and Miss Rav- his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Perl
000 par value of preferred stock, chel Emerson of Warren furnished Carroll.
together with an application fcr _____ __________________________________________________

Securities and Exchange Commtsslon in Washington. It is hoped
that an order authorizing the is
suance ol these securities will be
forthcoming early ln October.
This registration statement also|
covers the issuance of $16,600,000
principal amount of 3'4 percent;
bonds for the purpose of refunding J
that amount of 4 percent bonds
Which the Company now has out
standing. The proceeds of tne
$1,500,000 and $1,000,000 of stock
will be used, as far as necessary, to
pay outstanding short time loans.
The principal construction proj
ects which were being carried on
the early part of the year have
now been practically completed.
The third unit at Wyman Station
went into operation in July and (
has performed quite satisfactorily.
The work of overhauling the two'
original units in this Station is nowgoing on and is expected to be fin
ished before cold weather.
The
110,000-volt transmission
line from Pittsfield to Windsor
went into service in August. Ap
parently the improvement in the
operation of the Company's service
which this line has brought about
amply justifies its construction.
The new steam plant at Bucksport
was completed about September 1.
Since that time it has been oper
ating more or less intermittently,
as energy from it was needed for
the Company’s business.
The operation of this plant is
still under the general supervision
of the engineers who designed and
built it and will probably continue
in their hands for some weeks to
come until the permanent crew
thoroughly understands the many
automatic devices and appliances
which are connected with a mod
ern steam plant. It seems to func
tion very satifactorily and to carry
a little more load than we really
expected that it would.
No decision has yet beer, readied
on the question of building another
steam plant next year, but this
matter will have to be decided be
fore the first of December if we
are to get the benefit of such a
plant during the Winter of 1941
and 1942.
The earnings of the Company
have progressed fairly well during
the past three months. Adjust
ments were made in the month of
August to bring the Federal tax
accruals under the law, which
went into effect in June of this
year, up to date. The earnings of
the Company continues to improve
steadily, although not rapidly.
At the beginning of the year the
estimate which was made for the
year 1940 showed a balance after
preferred stock dividends at the
end of August of (531,773, os
against the same period for the
prior year of $402,735. The actual
amount available at the end of

PARK THEATRE, SUNDAY-MONDAY

IN THE FAMOUS BARGAIN ATTIC

Wool Textured Spun Rayons

only $2.88

Soft to the touch, and attractively fashioned in becoming styles,
these spun rayon dresses are practical becatise they can be
tubbed and ironed. Sizes 9 to 44.

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND
Advertisements tn this column no*
to exceed three lines lneered once fo»
25 cents, three times for 50 cents Ad
dltlonal lines flv* cents each for ont
time. 10 cents for three times Flv*
•mall word* to • tin*

FOR SALE

*hoe lost between
St
Finder plea«e
j 152-M cr 51 Granite St
120*lt

_ BROWN Oxford

LOCKING gas tank, cap and keycaae lost between Rockland and Cam
den Tuesday S L CULLEN. 10 Ran
kin St City
110*121

WANTED

THREE room furnished cottage for
sale, work shop and tools, flsh house
wharf: 75 lobster pots In water: 24 ft.
ag wc
power boat, fully equipped Ill health general housework Two adulta Ref
reason for sacrifice TEL 906 W 91 erenda required
455 OLD COUNTY
Tillson Ave . City
118*120 RD
118*120
500 PARMENTER Red Pullete for sale.
PRACTICAL
nurse
would
like
E C JOHNSON. Camden. Tel Lincoln ployment Address P O BOX 118 em
ville U-31
120*122 f»»t. Me_______________
120*122
ELECTRIC motor for aale. 7'2 h. p
RENT wanted at once' Suitable for
220 volts. 3 phase. 60 cycles HARRY children^ Will buy monthlv basis At
LEVENSELER Tel. 1176
118*120 South Thomaston. Rockport or Hlsh
120-tf
DININO-room Ret for sale, piano lands TEL 1131
and dlshea. 60 WILLOW 6T 118*120
OUTBOARD motor wanted 8 or 9
h. p
HARRY LEVENSALER. Tel.
LEHIGH Valiev stove and nut coal
for sale. 114 50; Pocahontas lumpy H76 _ _________________________ U8* 120
_______
CONVALESCENT or maternity casea
aoft $9 fitted dry hard
wood.______
(1 50 ft
J.
PAULSEN.
J B
B P
aulsen. 'Tel. Thomaston 62 wanted at MAUD PORTERS HOME.
11
Park St . Camden
120-122
120-tf
MIDDLE-agrd Prostestant eentlemau
OAK de*k for sale, knee hole, flat
top. 5x5x2‘a'
BLAKE WALLPSPFR desires board In private famllv Write
STORE
120 122 "M M." care The Courier Gazette
_________ ______
120*122
A ltvlng-room coal stove for sale. In
CONVALESCENT or elderly ladles
good c-nd'.tlon. M E COPELAND 32
Knox St.. Thomaston
120-122 wanted to board In my modern home.
NELLIE P OROTTON. 138 Camden St
1936 BUICK sedan for sale FRIEND^ Tel 1«H-W_____________________ 108-tf
SHIP GARAGE. Friendship. Me
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
119*121
called for and delivered T J FLEM
HORSE for sale. Will trade for stock ING. IB Birch St. Tel 212-W 113*118-tf
or wood
FRANK CROCKETT Ten
ants Harbor., Tel 16-21
120-122
WHITT iron crib for sale ln good
condition
Reasonable
MRS JOHN
MILLS. 92 Broadway. City
120 122
NATIONAL cash register for sale
SMALL apartment to let on Talbot
TEL 1123-W. 84 Park St
120-122 Ave., all modem Improvements Fur
McINTOSH apples, all grades and nished or unfurnished Inquire DAVE
prices for sale also new sweet cider RUBENSTEIN Tel 1285_______ 119-121
HILLCREST HOMESTEAD U 8 Rt 1
FOUR-room house to let Owl's Head
South Warren
120-tf village Shed, running water, garage,
120-123
PARLOR stove for salp In fine con garden plot CALL 386-5
dition 815 61 MAIN ST , Thomaston,
THREE-room apartment for rent.
eastalde
120*122 ; Just vacated: automatic heat, hot
TWO hydraulic dump bodies for sale water, bath and electric lights 3d
at Tenants Harbor ALLISON W MOR floor. 826 MRS FROST. Tel. 318-W
RIS. Tel. 36
119*121 _________________________________120-tf
HOUSE with six rooms to let all
4'j MONTHS Red-Rock pullets for
41-A Oranlte
sale beginning to lay FRED L MIL m dfm Improvements
LER Tel. 15 13. Warren
119*121 St Inquire at 51 Oranlte St. TEt..
, 152-M _________________________ 119*121
FANCY year-old fowl for sale. 20c
THREE-room fumlahed apartment to
a pound Orders taken and delivered
V. L PACKARD Tel 347-M
119 tf let: flush toilet, hot water: piazza and
-hed TEL 156-W 12 Knox St 119-tf
NEW mtlcn jersey cow tor sale.
MOST attr’Ctlve newly decorated
Freshened Sept 8 inquire at Rock
ville P O . WILLIAM O'JALA 118*120 ta-o-room. bath apt o let Heat, lights.
Lisle St.. TEI, 1178
118*120
DRY wood for sale, fitted Junks,
FOUR-room furnished apartment to
fireplace, undercover
K W DEAN.
South Hope, Tel. Union 11-11. 118*123 let Full size kitchen heat and hot
water. Adults only. 16 SUMMER ST
SHOT guns and rifles bought sold j_______________________________ 119*121
and exchanged ARTHUR 8 SMALLEY.
SUNNY upstairs apartment of 4
Kumonlnn Cafe. 239 Main St.. City
113*121 I or 5 rooms lights, flush, fine neigh
borhood
TEL 1181-W
118-120
PIGS for sale at City Farm 83 each:
OFFICE to let. central location.
also shoats at various prices.
115-tf
steam heated. TEL 133
118-tf
SIX-room house and garage for sale
HOUSE to let hot water heat, lights.
on Camden St Bath, lights, hot water
heat. Price 31800
Can be paid for bBth garage Ocean Ave Ingraham’a
as rent V. F STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or Hill. MRS ORRIN SMITH. Tel 396-M
118-120
330. 283 Main St.
118 tf
LOWER tenament to let. at 172
1940 WILLYS 'j-ton pick tip for sale,
Furnace rent rea
equipped with heater and defroster. North Main St
Inquire D. O. CUMMTNOW
Will sell at a bargain
E O PHIL sonable
BROOK * SON. 632 Main 8t„ Tel. | Tel 963-W____________________ 118-120
466-W. City.
118-tf
THREE-room furnl-hed apartment to
Hard wood per foot, fitted, 8150: let Apply at 12 WARREN ST. or 11
Sawed. 11 40; long. »1 30 M B * C O. JAMES ST______________________116-tf
PERRY. Tel 487.
118-tf
FURNKHED apartment of 3 rooms.
SAIL boat for sale. 18x6*. round
bottom, center-board, gaff-rigged; new
_______________________ 116-tf
ly painted and afloat ROBERT HILLS.
119 Summer St.. City
69-tf
MODERN tenement to let at 50'2
D & H hard coal. egg. stove, nut Summer St Tel 2S3-M. A. C MeLOON.
314 50 per ton, del Household soft coal city.___ __ _____________________ 115-tf
$8 per ton, del. Nut size New River soft
HOUSE with bath to let at 5 Rock
not screened 89 ton del.; screened. $10 land St Inquire SHAFTER. 15 Rock
ton del. M B * C. O. PERRY '19 land St._____________
111-tf
Main 8t.. Tel 487.
118-tf
FURNISHED, heated room. $4 week.
FOSS HOUSE, 77 Park St.. Tel. 330
1,8 tf

Bel-

TO LET

Children's Matinee Monday 4.00 P. M.

PARK THEATRE TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

UNION

Nazarene Church Notes
The Pastor’s subject at the
Thursday evening prayer service
was “Holiness.” The monthly meet
ing of the Church Board followed.
Morning Worship Sunday at 10
o'clock, Bible School, 11.15, N.Y.P.S.
6 o'clock and the evening service
at 7. The subject of the Bible
School lesson is “Luke and His
Gospel.'' Tlie aim of this lesson is
to learn spiritual truth from a lay
man working in the kingdom.
The N.Y.P.S. topic is a Mission
ary study on the people of India.
Several of the members of the So
ciety will take part in this service.
The General W.F.M.S. Conven
tion will convene Monday and
Tuesday in Waltham, Mass. The
New’ England District Preacher's
From the fantasy sequence of RKO Radio's strange screen drama, Meeting will follow on Wednesday
“Stranger on the Third Floor,” comes this realistic scene of preparation and Thursday.
for the final penalty! John McGuire, seated, is in the featured cast headed
by Peter Lorre in the title role, and including Margaret Tallichet and
“There is no longer effective iso
Charles Waldron. The picture deals with conviction through circum stan. lation anywhere " — Herbert H.
tial evidence, and was written by Frank Part ox
Lehman.

MISCELLANEOUS
VE pa
FRED DAVIS. 156 New Countv Rd..
ALFRED
City, RF D 1.
119*121
MEN. Women! Want Vim? Stimu
lants. tonics In Ostrex tablets pep up
bodies larking vitamin B-l. Iron. Cal
cium Phosphorus Oet 35c size Ostrex
today First package satisfies or mak
er refunds low price
Call, write C.
H MOOR & CO . and all other good
drug stores.
118*132
WE buy. sell and trade used puns.
Oood supply on hand
R E NUTT
Shoe Store, 436 Main St . City. 116-121
MALE. Instruction.
We want to
get In touch with mechanically In
clined men with character references,
now employed, reliable with fair edu
cation, who wish to better themselves
by training In spare time at home
and later In our shop for Electric Re
frigeration
and Air
Conditioning
Write fully. UTILITIES INSTITUTE,
care this paper.
119*121
Ladles Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. O. RHODES. Tel 519-J
120-S-tf

Germans sentenced to not more
than two weeks in prison may serve
their sentences on weekends.

Every-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN
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THE LYRIC MUSE

They’re Learning To Cook

SEARSMONT

Mrs. Victoria Ferrin of Beverly,
Mass., has been visiting at the
»£««
home of Mr. and Mrs. Bertrand
MRS OSCAR O. TANK
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston;
Drummond.
Correspondent
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bragg of WTAG, Worcester; WCSII. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
China were recent visitors of Rev. ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor,
Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S., will
| and Mrs. C. H. Bryant.
observe Past Matron's and Past
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Millay of
We had a Sea Food Pie the other sliced almonds. Place on serving
Patron's night Oct. 7, Members take
South Liberty visited Mrs. Belle night that was really a production dish and sprinkle with paprika;
a box lunch which will be served
Publication Limited to Brief
Howes and Fred Wiley last Thurs . . . the "dickied up” descendant of garnish with parsley.
after the ceremonies.
Poems
day.
the sturdy clam pies served all'
of
Original
Composition
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge will
Apple Compote
Rev. Mary Gibson of North along the New England coast in
By
Subscribers
hold Installation Tuesday at Odd
Two pbunds cooking apples. 1
Ashing
villages.
A
pint
of
oysters,
i
Waldoboro, and Mrs. Mattle Lailer
Fellows' hall. Miss Lillian Gray,
pound brown sugar.
pound Land
the
meat
from
a
small
lobster,
a
and Miss Marion Hitchcock of
District Deputy President of Cam
small can of shrimp and half a cup ° Lakes Butter.
THROUGH MUCH TRIBULATION
Damariscotta
were
callers
here
Sat

den will install. Elected officers
Pare and core apples; cut into
(For The Courier-Oazette]
of flaked mackerel were combined
urday.
are: Noble Grand. Mrs. Nellie Rob
ti-inch
slices. Arrange apples tn a
Not through comlort. tranquility, ease
seasoned light cream. . . or you
inson; vice grand. Sophonia Tol
Mrs. Olin Bonnin of Skowhegan in
And the pleasure of sport and of
could use thin cream sauce ... to n#t bakln« P»n *reased wlth Part
play
man; recording secretary. Hilma
was a guest last Saturday of Mrs. which a dash of sherry and the of the butter Cover aPPles
Nrr yet through security sweet
Webster; financial secretary. Villa
Colby Howard and family.
All along our life's earthly way
oyster liquor had been added. (If erous»' w,th su«ar and dot wlth
Calderwood; treasurer. Sada Rob But through much tribulation and
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Pitcher of you like curry a touch could be malnln« butter Cover dish tightpain.
bins; trustee, Dorothy Billings A
Lincolnville Beach called on her used instead of the sherrv.) Then |
and bake ln a moderate oven
Opposition, adversity, loss,
6 o'cock supper will be served. All Through
brothers. Burton and Charles Hunt, the sea foods were tucked under i375 deSrees F'.about 30 minutes,
discipline, hardship and work.
The suffering of many a cross.
members not solicited take sweet
last Saturday.
Serve warm with heavy or sour
food.
Shall we enter the Kingdom of Ood,
Miss Frances Mayhew and Daniel flaky pie crust in a deep pie plate cream
That
blessedness
never
to
cea-e,
and
baked
You
’
d
need
only
a
Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Conway have Attain perfect comfort and loy.
McFarland attended the Center
mixed green or tomato salad with 1 Spiced Peaches
returned from Stonington.
The fulness of Heavenly peace
Montvllle Grange Fair recently.
Miss Margaret Lowe, visited The nations of them that are saved
Mrs. Belle Howes, Mrs. Elonia this and hot rolls, and theres no i One-half bushel peaches (clingMust struggle and war with their
Rockland Wednesday.
Cunningham
and Mr. and Mis. I reason why you couldn't simplify stone), S cups vinegar. ♦ poun.ls
might
Dinner guests at the "'Ames Against the dictators dark deeds
Ralph Freeman called on Mrs. Wil the sea foods, leaving out lobster white sugar, 1 stick cinnamon.
To enter the Kingdom of Light.
Farm. ' Calderwood's Neck Wed
whole cloves.
lis Turner of Freedom last Sat if it’s beyond the budget.
Allison M Watts
Do you know the secret of that
nesday were Mr. and Mrs. W. Y.
Dip peaches, a few at a time. Into
urday.
Jamaica. Vt.
water and rub off the skins
Fossett and Mrs. Ernest Macintosh.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Smith and delectable oyster stew they serve ln
R
«t
R
«
sugar, vinegar and clnna
Mrs. Josephine Clayter was hos
Rockland High School Beys' Cooking Class: Front row, left to right, Perry Margeson, John Emerson, Luke family of Portland were weekend the Grand Central in New York? gou
A MOONBEAM
tess to the Night Hawks at her
Dorr. Arthur Brrwer. Robert Dolham. Richard Sukeforth, Harold Tolman; second row, Joseph Pietroski, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Burton Paul The oysters are cooked in butter | mon together for 20 minutes. Stick
[For The Courier-Oazette]
home Thursday night.
Edwin Tyler, Donald Borgeson, Carl Kalloch, Douglas Small, George Ellis, Donald Chaples, Donald Cates.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Cole and till the edges curl, then a half-cup 4 or 5 cloves ln each peach. Place
Mrs. Arthur Arey has returned A moonbeam came into my window
—
Photo
by
Sidney
Cullen.
friends of Boston spent the week of Clam broth Is added and equal a few of the peaches at a time in
And found me fast asleep.
from a visit with relatives ia Au It dr need around on my pillow
end at the home of Mr. and Mrs. parts of milk and light cream and the syrup and cook them until
Waking me from dreams that were
seasonings. It's ravishlngly good. tender. Pack peaches ln clean hot
gusta and Portland.
On this particular morning the Cole here
sweet.
Guy Snowman has returned from
E. O. Clement of Pittsfield was Oyster stew needs nothing along jars; fill to overflowing with the
circumference of this vast expanse
It had brought me a bless
side but sour pickles or cole slaw hot syrup and seal at once. Ad
Stonington where he has had em It seemed
lng
a weekend guest at the home cf
cf
shallow
water,
known
as
Wasque
and crisp crackers.
As It kissed my lipa and my hair.
ployment.
just the jar covers and seal im
Miss
Frances
Mayhew
and
D.
K.
Shoal, was the target for the end
seemed filled with a presence
Harry Klchler of the Engineers
Mrs. Frances Gilchrist and Mrs. MvI room
felt that my Saviour was there.
less succession of giant swells which McFarland Mrs. Clement, who has Club Is literally famous from coast mediately. If not to be packed
Doris Arey were in Rockand Fri A cloud came and shut out the bright
rolled shoreward at great speed, en- i been spending several days wth to coast, with Technology men at away, allow to stand in syrup over
ness.
day to attend the food demonstra
countered the obstruction of the her cousin. Miss Mayhew, returned least, for a concoction he invented. night or for 10 to 12 hours before
My
eyelids
grew
weary
again
tion meeting of the Knox-Lincoln But I -was filled with new thoughts
using. Will make about six quarts.
shoal water, where they were in | home with him.
A few scallops, a few clams and a
of my Saviour
Farm Bureau.
Mrs.
Alanson
Bryant,
who
has
stantly
broken
up
into
white,
seethHoping sometime with Him I might
MENU
few small oysters are arranged,
Lawrence Heath and family left
reign
; ing,
formless breakers
which been in Wrentham, Mass., for a each on individual scallop shells,
Breakfast
Thursday for Englewood. N. J.
Mrs. John H Andrews
i tumbled over and over, and piled , time, is at her home in town,
then set on a bed of rock salt and
Chilled Melon
Miss Fay Coburn is enjoying a
(As told by Phillips N Case, president of the Blair Manufacturing Co.)
RRRR
up to terrifying heights as they sped
Orin J. Jackson of Union called topped with a slice of butter In
Wheat Cereal
vacation from her duties at the
AUTUMN
Dtscovery
would not have attempted to enter on Irresistibly toward the shore, and recently on Eben Cobb.
which has been creamed finely I Broiled Bacon
Post Office. C. W Shields is sub
|For The Courier-Oazette]
Rev. and Mrs C. A. Purdy, and grated garlic and hot seasonings j
Though it was only a matter of the channel from outside. However, ultimately thundered on the beach.
Dropped Eggs
stituting for her.
Softly Indian Summer rain
filling the air with a dense fog of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Arey and I The sea foods are then topped with j
Miss Laura B. Sanborn of Augus Taps upon the window-pane
Corn Bread
an hour or so after the schooner to go cut to sea through the ebanfine
spray,
and
then
retreated
causfamily,
all
of
Winterport,
were
rcWarm winds touch the height so high
crumbs and broiled, and men par
Coffee
ta is the guest of her sister Mrs. Where
became stranded, it must have nel would have been vastly more ing a deadly under-tow. However, [ cent callers of friends here,
the birches cleave the sky
ticularly go Into ecstacles over the 1
Sunday Dinner
Helen Arey. Miss Sanborn who And the gold leaves greet the gale
seemed ages to the all but frozen 1 difficult, as it would have been it was the outer rim of the shoal
Mr. and Mrs .Justin Jackson of result.
is a past matron of Marguerite On the sounding forest trail
Kemp’s Tomato Consomme
refugees when, ln the growing necessary to buck the enormous i which formed the shock troops ln Montville were callers ln town SunChapter. OES. accepted the inva- Ferns on hlll-sldes bend so low
Burry's Crisp Brown Blx
Prune
and
Apple
Filling
For
Duck
morning
light,
they
were
discov

As the Autumn colore blow.
seas. rips and broken water every ; this inanimate battle of the ele- ; day.
tatlon of her niece Mrs. Flavilla And the flowers droop In sleep.
Roast Duckling
ered by those who lived nearest the foot of the distance. Yet, in this ments. since it was subjected to the : Harry Bickford of Bangor was a
Six apples. ’-4 pound prunes. -A
Anderson the present Worthy Ma As the rising Fall winds speak.
•Prune and Apple Stuffing
beach. Simultaneously, the pilot of emergency. Captain Jackson and his i full fury of the initial onslaught caller here Monday.
While the crickets near the rill
cup blanched almonds.
tron to fill the matron's chair on Break the spell of night so still.
Rice with Sliced Almonds
one of the island steamers who, crew were acutely aware that tme of the seas which laid down an in- ] Miss Belle Lowell and Mrs FranWash, pare and quarter apples;
Monday night ln observance of When the gold leaves fade from sight
New Peas
from a point of vantage high up on was precious; knew that somehow ' cessant barrage that formed a ring 1 cella Moody attended Cling-To- soak prunes, remove pits; blanch
Past Matrons and Past Patrons Falling, falling down through night.
•Apple Compote
the bridge, could look over the low they must drive their able boat of mountainous breakers through gether Club at the home of Mrs. almonds. Combine apples, prunes
Lonely woods wUI look forlorn
night.
Tetley Tea
As the pale moon shines the dawn
hills, made out the wreck In the through the breakers lf they hoped which no outbound craft could pos- j. a. Martin in South Montville and almonds, and stuff into goose
Rev. W J. Hutchinson has re And the leaves will look so drear
Supper
’Till the smiling Spring draws near. morning twilight. Hurriedly an to reach the stricken Crowley ere sibly penetrate and emerge victori- | recently.
or duck
turned from Cleveland. Ohio.
Curried Duckling
Maurice P. HUI
urgent telephone appeal was made that once proud ship either broke ously afloat. Thus broken up on
Recent
guests
of
Miss
Belle
LowThe local Farm Bureau has pre
•Spiced Peaches
MUlnocket.
to the Coast Guard Station at up or her crew became transfo-med the outer bar. the seas rushed on ell and W. C. Creamer were Mr Rice with Sliced Almonds
sented new window shades for the
Sweet
Potato Puff
RRRR
Three
cups
fluffy
boiled
rice,
'4
Woods Hole, as the result of which into stiffly frozen corpses where in disorganized fashion, at times and Mrs. Randolph Osborne and
vestry of Union Church. This was
Fresh Fruit Salad
FAIRIE TIME
the Revenue Cutter Acushnet was they had lashed themselves securely [seeming to subside a little only to Robie O. Frye of Boston and Mrs. cup blanched almonds, sliced thin
their Community Project for the
Coffee
I For The Courier-Oazette |
dispatched to the scene under far aloft in the fore and main rig- I lash out again unexpectedly here, Grace Johnson of Boston and Mrs ly, chopped parsley, paprika.
year and will fill a long felt need. The little black and brown fairies.
•Recipes
given.
Combine
hot
cooked
rice
with
the
forced draft.
Meanwhile frantic ging for temporary safety frrom the there and everywhere in a torrent Gordon of Belmont. Mr and Mrs
The circle has engaged Ham- All scattered on the ground
signals were being exchanged be ravaging seas. Hew they manoeuv- of blind breakers, ready Instantly Israel Woodbury and Mr and Mrs
A-e treasures for the future lure
Coombs to put the shades ln place. Of
countryside and town.
tween those on shore and the sail- ered their craft so as to reach the to prey upon any boat which fell clarence Wood of Morrill were was always a faithful and trusted1
The Butterflies and Weary Club Some tiny pods and urns of brown.
ors on the schooner which was ; vessel is a thrilling tale of seaman- within their ruthless clutches.
Sunday callers of Miss Lowell and employee. Since his retirement he
were guests of The Caterpillars F-Ud up these sprlghts till later
The Mertie B. Crowley had Mr. Creamer.
I ship and heroism; but in order (hat
has lived tn Providence, where he
When frost and storm and a-lndy days rapidly being pounded to pieces
Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Lora Become
the mode of nature.
Then as with a single thought, one may appreciate as fully as pos- grounded on the western side of
Recent callers of Rev. and Mrs | died very suddenly Sept 26
Poole.
a delegation cf excited people start- sible how the feat was accomplished, the shoal where It curved toward cyprian H Bryant were Rev L
we could gather half these lots.
He is survived by one brother.
Mrs. Lyford Philbrook and son If
Of seeds in lavish measure
ed upstreet. as they had often done a little preliminary explanation is the shore line of Martha’s Vine Clark French of Warren. Rev. Mary Prank Berry of Warren, two sisters,
Wyman have returned from Ban And sow them all ln garden plots.
before. Nobody thought to put into essential.
Whst Joy we d share and treasure
yard. To reach her presented a S Qihson of North Waldoboro Mrs Julia Levensellcr of Sears
gor.
Our gardens and our streets and lanes. words where they were going, nor I The southeast comer of Martha's problem that seemed impossible of Rey charles A Purdv of Winter mont. and Mrs. Flora Ames of
Miss Sophronia Tolman returned Would be aflame with blossoms sweet
was it necessary. With one accord f Vineyard is known as Wasque Point, solution. If it were to be accom port, Mrs. Mari- Weeks and Mrs Matlnlcus. and several nieces and; Crawford, in Washington County,
Wednesday from Portland where And trickling through our Inner hearts
they headed straight for the home Beginning at this point and extend- plLhed at all. it could be only as Qtis Qjjver oj Nobleboro. and| nephews
is the first community in the 8tate
she was delegate to the Great Would be the loy. we’ve done our parts
K. 6 F.
of Captain Levi Jackson, whose . ing westward for a considerble dis- the result of the utmost skill ln Chester Weeks of Medford, Mass.
The burial was in the family lot to complete the annual farm buCouncil of Pocohontas.
Rockland.
reckless disregard of personal safety , tance along the south shore of the [ handling the boat, coupled with an
The reau membership renewal with a
Victor Grange observed Booster at Oak Grove Cemetery
W. H. Ingerson attended the
R RRR
had long since gained for him the j Island, a sandy shoal of vast area expert knowledge of those waters. Night at the regular meeting. Sept bearers were his old friends Her- perfect score.
Oreat Council of Red Men at Port
PLUCK WILL WIN
nickname of Ready-To-Dle. pro- [sweeps five miles or more out to sea unlimited daring, and a large meas- 26. A good program was enjoyed bert Knight, Frank Bryant. Oeorge j
land this week.
(For The Courier-Oazette]
nounced by local inhabitants Ri-De where it Is marked by a black can ure of good luck. None knew bet- with several visitors present, after Skinner, and Harold Cobb. Many' "Electric Light fot the FarmLet us boost Instead of knocking.
Lloyd -Cochrane
di-Dte. If anyone could reach the buoy, and then curves easterly far ter than Levi Jackson how to which a delicious baked bean and beautiful floral tributes testified to; stead" Is a new 60-page manual on
Let's wear smiles rather than frowns;
The following was taken from the The scales of ltfe don t always bal wreck, rescue those aboard and outside of Muskeget Channel in a handle a boat, and none was better pastry supper was served.
the esteem in which he was held. proper lighting of farm homes and
ance.
bring them safely ashore, they all great arc which ends at the island acquainted with the waters over
Worcester Telegram: Whitinsville, We must
buildings, Just published by tlie U.
Out-of-town relatives who at
have our ups and downs.
knew that that person was Levi of Muskeget seven miles east of and through which they must fight
Mass.. Sept 14. The wedding of Let us hope with faith unfailing—
8. Department of Agriculture. The
tended
the
funeral
of
William
E.
NORTH
BURKETTVILLE
whatever be the cost;
and his crew in his staunch 37-foot Martha's Vineyard
Roughly it Is their way. The present crisis was
Miss Eleanor M. Cochrane, daugh Smile,
bulletin No 1838 is for sale by the
Berry at the Community Methodist
We must keep our courage Intact-Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Calder- Superintendent
auxiliary fishing sloop, the Priscilla, a huge semi-circle with the flat [ but one more proof of his grit, but
ter of Mr. and Mrs. George L. Without It half the battle’s lost
of
Documents,
Church recently were Frank Berry. jwood and famj]y of Union were
F'ite admires a plucky loser—
Moreover, they knew that come back side extending clear across Muske-llike all brave men that never ocCochrane and Jerrold D. Lloyd, son One
Washington, D. C„ at the price of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Powell.
Mrs
Ro

whose will she cannot tame;
Sunday
callers
at
Miss
Minnie
or not. it would never so much as get Channel, and the circumference' curred to him as anything out of
of Mr. end Mrs. Thomas W. Lloyd If were determined to keep trying
10 cents, not in stamps.
land Berry. Mr. and Mrs. Arastus Light's home.
• • • •
cross the mind of Levi Jackson not projecting miles out Into the ocean, the ordinary His own words at
of Vinalhaven took place at the We are bound to win the game
Clark, and Mrs. William Barrett, Mrs. Leila Turner and Henry
Nellie M Ervlne
to
make
the
attempt
_____________
_
____________________________
When
hunters
go into the New
home of the brides parents. Rev.
Tenants Harbor
all of Warren, and Mr. and Mrs Robbins were business callers ln
On the instant that the exr’ted
England woods this Fall, the crews
J. Y. Jackson of the United Presby
Pearl
Grady
of
Belfast.
Camden Tuesday.
crowd pounded on the kitchen door,
working ln the woodlands to conterian Church officiated. The
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Ames and
.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Winchester trol or eradjCBte the gypsy moth
Levi knew it meant a summons to
bride wore a satin net gown, cut DEER ISLE
daughter and Alfred Teel of Rock and two children and Mr. WinchesCharlie Dodge of Brooksville go to a wreck. So by the time the
Come out to work ln open counentrain with sweetheart neckline.
land were guests of Mr. and Mrs. ter's father went to Calais Sunday | try. In this way, the eradication
Her bouquet was a shower of white called on his uncle Oeorge M gathering had gained access to the
J. W Levenseller Sunday Other Mr Winchester Sr., continued on crews do not Interfere with hunters,
house, Levt was already out of bed,
Kaiserina roses and baby s breath. Dodge Thursday.
recent visitors at the Levenseller to Prince Edward Island. Ills home. and hunters are less likely to mis
The Harold Freedmans have into red flannels, and donning hip
She also wore a Juliet cap. fash
home were Frank Berry. Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Aubert Leigher and take them for deer.
ioned of net and trimmed with closed their cottage and returned boots and oil skins. His grey eyes,
Mrs.
Fred
Powell,
and
Mrs.
Roland
children
visited at the home of
• • • •
to
New
York
City.
calm
and
unflinching
but
filled
orange blossoms. She wore a An
Berry of Warren, who were dinner Peter Ducette in Washington Sun
Lewis A. Zimmerman of Lehigh
ger tip length veil. The atten
Miss Alice Southworth. Miss with an unquenchable fire, hts lips
guests on Friday, and Mr and Mrs. day night.
ton. Penn . claims to have the high
dants were. Miss Margaret L. Coch Anna B. Jenks and Miss Doris set tightly in a straight line over
Richard and Thelina Linscott est DHIA production per cow of
Erastus Clark and Mrs. William
a
determined
chin.
Levi
did
not
ran and Irwin W. Hanny. Jr.
Ewett have closed 'Seawall'' and
Barrett of Warren, who were callers have returned home from a visit any herd In the United States. His
The traveling costume of the returned to Southern Pines. N. C. bother to ask questions, but simply
with their grandmother. Mrs. Ella herd of 25 cows averaged 18.285
Friday p. m.
glanced
tenderly
at
his
wife,
be

bride was a pigeon blue wool dress,
Dr. Thomas Southworth who has
, pounds milk. 3 6 percent, and 657
Rev. and Mrs. Cyprian H. Bryant Linscott ln Vermont.
navy blue coat and blue accessories been spending the Summer at Sal tween whom there seemed to be ex
observed their 50th wedding anni
Mrs. Leila Turner and Henry and ; poUnds fat This is the result of
with corsage of white roses. The mon Point returned to New York changed a volume of mute under
versary quietly Thursday on ac Mabel Robbins recently gave Mrs jj years of continuous testing, plus
standing far more expressive than
couple went to the New York city Wednesday.
count of the critical illness of Mr Meriam Carlton of South Union i good management.
words, then lifted hts southwester
World's Fair on their honeymoon
a surprise birthday party.
Bryant.
from a peg on the wall and made
trip. They will reside ln Hartford, Scott-Tieri
Mr. and Mrs Stanley Jones of
The Townsend Club will meet it
Walter E. Scott. Jr., and Miss for the door with the simple words,
Conn.
Victor Grange Hall on the night Razorville visited Sunday at the ASH POINT
Mr. Lloyd is a Vinalhaven boy and Concetta Tieri were married at "Let's go!”
Rev. Van Ostenbridge of Madison,
of Oct. 9. If It Is stormy, the meet home of Frank Esancy.
Arriving at the water front where
best wishes are extended by his noon In City Hall in New York
Robert
Thurston
has
returned
to
N.
J., will be at the Baptist Church
ing
will
be
held
Oct.
16
Sept 21. The single ring service the Priscilla lay moored alongside
many friends in this town.
his home in Rqme. N. Y„ after Sunday at 11 oclock. Sunday School
was used. They were attended by the fish pier, her crew having
| William E Berry
Church Notes
spending most of the Summer with ; al 10
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Cobb of Au neard the news and already hurry
Funeral services for William E. his sister, Miss Katharine Thurston, i
Tlie morning worship service to burn and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph ing toward the dock, the motor was
Berry were held at the Methodist
Mr and Mrs. Irving Turner and ! ‘It ia much more important that
morrow at Union Church at 11 Mijore of New York City. The bride started, the mooring lineA cast off
Church ln Searsmont, Sept. 28. family were in Augusta Saturday. ; everyone should have enough than
o'clock will have Miss Laura San wore a dress of wine color with a fore and aft. Jib and mainsail hoist
that those who have more than
with Rev. L. Clark French, pastor
born of Augusta as guest speaker. corsage of pink roses.
ed. and the beat to windward around
of the Warren Congregational
Holy
grass
is
abundant
in
Iceenough
should have still more
The anthem “Bread of the World"
Mr. Scott is the son of Capt. Cape Pcgue began. The small knot
Church officiating.
land, where it is used for perfum
will be sung by the vested choir,
of
men
and
women
spectators
and Mrs. Walter E. Scott of Deer
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette
Mr. Berry was born in Sears ing apartments and clothes.
and a duet by Dorothy Bennett and
Isle. He attended the Junior High watched in silence; in silence be
mont,
Feb.
27,
1873.
He
was
the
Flavilla Anderson. Evening wor
School in Noroton, Conn., and was cause accustomed to the sea they
son of Oren and Emma (Clark)
ship will be at 7 o'clock, with in
graduated from the Deer Isle High knew the hazardous chance that was
LETTER WRITING WEEK, OCTOBER 6 TO 12
Berry, being the second of a family
spirational message by the pastor.
being
undertaken;
knew
that
Levi
School class of 1931. He Is in the
of five children. His early life was
Rev. Kenneth Cook.
and
his
crew
would
reach
the
employ of Mrs. Edward J. Fosselspent in Searsmont and vicinity.
Sunday school will meet at 10
man of New York and Deer Isle. stranded schooner or perish in the
When a young man, he began work ■
oclock. with classes for all ages.
HOME HEATING QUIZ
attempt.
Mrs. Scott is the daughter of
Strike up the S.R.O. sign! Judy Garland and Mickey Rooney are as a prison guard, and was emThe Junior Epworth League will
Rounding Cape Pogue an hour or
Mrs.
Carmela
Pizzitola
of
Amston.
you a wealth of song and dance talent in the merry new musical, ployed in that capacity in several
meet at 4, with Mrs. Ivan Cunningso later, Captain Jackson steered bringing
“Strike Up the Band," with a cast featuring Paul Whiteman and his | prisons ln Massachusetts, Rhode
Conn. She Is a graduate of Bacon
WHATS THE EASIEST WAY
his staunch craft south through
Academy. Colchester, Oonn., and
famous band and a galaxy of young starlets. Busby Berkeley of “Babes Island and Connecticut, where he
TO HEAT YOUR HOME?^
Muskeget
Channel
—
which
separates
In Arms” fame directed.
— I is at present a Junior in Columbia
Martha's
Vineyard
from
the
smaller
University New York City where
Mickey and Judy, high school near death and use the band money such times had always been "Think
VINALHAVEN
she is preparing for social service island of Muskeget, Tuckemuck
nothing of It.” As to luck, he had
and
Nantucket
—
toward
the
open
pals organize a modern swing band to save his life. Whiteman and his always been blessed with It, and he
& ROCKLAND
work. They will make their home
orchestra in action, the big broad
THE
WAY
ocean,. As they approached the
ln
New
York
City.
In the school. Paul Whiteman an cast and other thrills mark the ac was nothing loathe to take another
STEAMBOAT CO.
southern end of Muskeget Channel,
ROCKLAND, ME.
the seas from outside rolled In nounces a national radio contest tion. Modern song hits such as chance.
IS THE EASY WAY
ham as counselor. Christian En higher and higher. Though there for school bands. They proceed “Nobody” and "Our Love Affair"
As the Priscilla worked her way
Service to:
OF COURSE
Vinalhaven, North llaven, Ston deavor meeting at 6 o'clock will Is a passage of comparatively deep to raise money to make the trip contrast with June Prelsser's Anna south toward the neck of the bottle,
have
Mrs.
Vaughn
Johnson
as
Levi
was
quick
to
foresee
the
futil

ington, Isle au Haut. Swan's
water through the channel. It be to Chicago to compete. They stage Held Imitation with “I Just Can’t
leader. All boys and girls of eighth comes very narrow at Its southern a comical travesty on old time Make My Eyes Behave” and "Ta ity of sailing directly through the
Island and Frenchboro
• Right . . .'blue coal' guarantees
grade age and over are urged to be end between a sand bar. known as stage melodrama, with such song Ra Ra Boom-de-Ay."
main passage between Muskeget
you cozy warmth in every' room,
WINTER SERVICE
I present.
with the least attention and the
Busby Berkley, who directed and Skiff's Island and thence
Skiff's Island, on the west and gems as "The Curse of an Aching
Subject to change without notice.
Prayer service will be held in the Muskeget on the east, ar.d ln heavy Heart." “Heaven Will Protect a "Babes in Arms" and “Forty Little straight across the shoal to the
greatest fuel economy. Try * ton.
I vestry Tuesday night at 7 o'clock. weather the seas break clear across Working Girl" and others. Mickey Mothers,” directed the new picture. stranded schooner. His Judinent
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
ORDER FROM US TODAY!
P. M. | Union Church Circle will serve a it. Under such conditions, the fishing manages to give Paul Whiteman The dramatic climax ln the radio was subsequently proved to have
A. M.
been
correct
when
a
little
later
the
j
baked
bean
supper
in
the
vestry
schooners returning to Edgartown of an idea of the band s proficiency station is marked by a lavish musi
J.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
ROCKLAND FUEL CO.
*.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40 Thursday at 5.30. Harvest Sunday Woods Hole from off-shore avoid when they "borrow" the Whiteman cal finale, featuring Gershwin's fishing schooner Viking attempted
"Strike Up the Band," with special to reach the wreck in that way. only
Ar. 3.30 will be observed Oct. 13.
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Muskeget Channel altogether, cruis band instruments.
Telephone 72
Ar. 2.45
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
The dramatic moments Include ties by Judy and June Preisser a to be forced back afer a hair
Rev. Kenneth Cook has returned ing Instead far to the westward
Lv. 1.30 from North Anson, where he at around Noman's Land and thence Mickey's scenes with his mother spectacular drum solo by Mickey breadth escape from pitch-poling
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
118‘lt tended the Augusta District Con back through Vineyard Sound. On and the episode in which Mickey in the “Drummer Boy" number, and and foundering with all hands.
TUNE IN QN "THE SHADOW" EVERY SUNDAY AFTERNOON
(To be Continued)
that morning the boldest captain and Judy find one of their pate many comical embellishments.
ference.

M

m

TO THE RESCUE: TRUE STORY
What Happened To the Six-Masted
Schooner Mertie B. Crowley In 1910

STRAND, SUN.-MON.-TUES.

Blue coal'
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APPLETON MILLS

Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge will
hold their Installation Oct. 12. The
( following officers have been elected:
i N. G.. Esther Moody; V. G.. Alice
Carrie Cummings; financial secreWadsworth; recording secretary,
j tary, Amy Esancy; treasurer, Edith
Gurney. The supper committee ts
Angie Fish, Helen Gushee, and
by Gladyi St. Clair Heiitad
Hanna Salo. A Circle meeting was
| held Wednesday with Carrie CumMaine. about the beginning of the inlngs entertaining at the Rebekah
19th Century, while on his way j Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Brown
to a settlement of the Abnakis In
and Mr. and Mrs. Roland Gushee
dians. suddenly heard the sound leave this week for a trip to Con
of beautiful music, which seemed necticut.
Considerable improvements are
almost heavenly in the blending
of sweet voices. Believing he was being made on several buildings
alone, it at first seemed to him to at the village. Shingling is being
be like a visitation from heaven. , done at Freddy Demuth's, Clarence
but, approaching the spot whence Ames’, and Merton Wadsworth's,
the sounds seemed to come, he and on the Baptist Church. The
found gathered there a group of front of the Community Hall has
Indians who were singing the same ' been painted the past week, by
chants that had been taught their Fred Demuth and Calvin Aldus.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Gibson and
fathers and grandfathers, more
than 100 years before, by their be son, Dana, of Belfast and Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Hall and daughter
loved teacher, Father Rasle.
Whittier gives a descriptive pic Phyllis of Camden were Sunday
ture of Father Rasle and his In visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Lesile Hall.
Mrs. May Gushee and daughter,
dians in his poem, "Mogg Megone."
Mrs. Irene Moran of Rockland were
I quote:
On the brow of a hill, which slopes callers Wednesday at Mrs. Amy
to meet
Esancy '».'
The flowing river, and bathe Its feet—
Mrs Marie Hammond and chil
The bare-washed rock, and the droop
ing grass.
dren of South Portland, were guests
And the creeping vine, as the waters
Saturday of Miss Fanny Gushee.
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Mr. and Mrs. Howard Davis and
Auxiliary to Canton Molineaux
daughter Diana of Rutland. Mass., will meet Monday night, at the Odd
The 103 members of the Allare guests this week of Mr. and Fellows Hall. Members are urged
American
Youth Orchestra arrived
Mrs. E. A. Oxton.
to attend.
back in New York on Sept. 18 from
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Watts of
All classes of the Congregational
a triumphal tour of South America
Belmont, Mass., are guests of Mrs. Church School will begin the Fall
where they were received with
Josephine Stone for the weekend. sessions next Sunday morning at
marked enthusiasm—"explosive en
J. Russell Davis and Clifton Felt £•30 o'clock in the church. The
thusiasm" according to Leopold
returned home Thursday night Comrades of the Way will meet at
Stokowski, their leader. The youth
from Boston where Mr. Davis has 6.30 in the Parish house,
ful organization appeared 21 times
been attending the Masachusetts I The regular meeting of Maiden j
and broadcast 17 times to far-flung
Funeral
Directors'
Association I cliff Rebekah Lodge next Wednesaudients ln South America. Dur
meeting.
j day night will be followed by a pubing their homecoming week con
There will be a meeting of the ! lie installation.
certs were given at Carnegie Hall,
World Wide Guild Monday night J Morning worship at the MethoNew- York, in Baltimore, Wash
at the Baptist vestry at 7 o'clock , dist Church will be at 10 30 Sunday
ington. D. C. and in Philadelphia.
The home missions book "Why Do [ morning with preaching by the
Stokowski pronounced the tour a
People Move?" will be discussed pastor. Rev. Weston P. Holman, on
tremendous success, and said the
A sketch. ' We’re Americans," will the subject "Inward Pressure." This
2 foamite extinguishers; highlight of the whole thing was
The
near
approach
of
Fire
Pre'
tion.
a
Mack
pumper
still
new
and
kets;
be presented.
is World Communion Sunday. A
weighing eight tons ready for duty. I breaking and entering tools; life seeing what American youth can
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will F. Sherman will be in charge of the vention Week. Oct. 6-12. turns the Its centrifugal type pressure-vol- ' lines; 2 life belts and salvage tools. do. "We made this orchestra in
meet for business Wednesday after music. Church School and Bible attention of the public to Rock ume pump is of 750 gallons dTaft It has a 24 foot ladder; an 18 foot two weeks last July,” he said, "and
noon at five o'clock, following classes meet at 1145 Happy Hour land s first line of defense against or 1500 gallons off hydrant.
it has always been thought It takes
roof ladder and two gas masks.
which supper will be served by Mrs. service will be at 7 o’clock with song fire—the equipment of the city's
Arthur Smith is the operator of 20 years to make any orchestra.
The big engine carries 2750 feet
Ethel Newcombe and Mrs. Leona service and talk by the pastor on fire department.
The several of standard 2’.. inch hose; 200 feet the truck which answers all dia- This shows how quickly ls the per
Starrett.
the subject "The Village Tragedy.’' ; plfCM of apparatus wlu
pre. of l‘a inch hose; 200 feet of 1 inch | phone alarms and frequently draws ception of American youth. If
The Lincoln Baptist Association Mrs. Weston P Holman wil; be the sented with a description of the booster hose. It has six nozzles; the assignment of a heavy pumping they can do this in music, they
meets Wednesday at Morrill. This scloLst. Mid-week prayer and devoU1 equlpment carrted
three 10 foot lengths of 5 inch job in an out-of-town fire. En- can do it in other directions, too.” A rude and unshapely chapel stands.
is the regular quarterly all-day tional service will be held in the
Today is presented the biggest suction hose; a 3-way deluge set; gine and all equipment is in first In the orchestra were 80 young Built up ln that wild by unskilled
vestry Thursday night at 7 o'clock, pumping unit of Central Fire Sta- 1 wye; a Siamese; 5 salvage blan- | class condition.
men and 20 wnmen, whose average
meeting.
hands.
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age is 23 years.
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For the holy sign of the cross Is there ing—ice last Thursday and Friday
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to be.
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Arrangements for the funeral
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The budget for the county has i0? statements and that the "arm- ments for the next four months. unfair dismissal.
service for George E. Cooley have
CHARLES D SYLVESTER, late of
the St. Thomas Episcopal Church. Fairfield for several weeks visit
deceased. Will and Petlbeen changed and American Legion the rector. Rev. William E. Berger, with friends after which she will been carefully prepared. Every itba|r admirals" who accuse him His physician, Dr. William F.
Dr. Willis O Sutton, superinten Friendship
tion
lor Probate thereof, asking that
services will be held tomorrow a: officiating. The bearers were six return to Camden where she will person is urged to contribute to I of telling yarns are wrong,
Mayer-Hermann, gives out the dent of schools of the city of At the same may be proved and allowed
this vital movement and help to
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two o'clock from the Methodist
lanta. Ga., spoke on the need of and that Letters Testamentary Is?ue
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"is suffering from an uncommon
She was born ln Portland, the have
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Chairmen for the local Scout 1 in the Spring? the story of her
The first meeting of the season daughter of the late William Reed ‘ Springs where they have been emYnT&iuo'S
form of spasticity of the lamyx I^ve of the Home; Love of the Dirt ,,
for the Parent-Teacher Association and Elizabeth Deering Porter. She 1 ployed since completing their du- groups who will have charge of the experience and observations in the muscles. Some of the intrinsic Of the Earth; Civics of Everyday bate thereof, asking that the same
will be held Oct. 10. at the High is survived by two sisters. Miss ties at the Samoset Hotel. They campaigns are; Howell Sumir.sby, warring nations of Europe. It is muscles of the larynx—namely, the Living; Well Practiced Health {X* ^t'.?neSaVS
School Gymnasium at 7.30. It is Elizabeth D Porter of Camden, and 1 are new busily engaged with ex- Northeast Harbor; John Whitcomb, not the story of the battle lines but lateral cricoarytenoid and the ex Habits; Keeping open the Chan- M Messer and Grace M Messer of
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new teachers at this time.
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ANNIE J. GARDINER, late of Rock
ESTATE LAWRENCE F. KALLOCH,
been
established
in
1646.
After
She
was
the
recipient
of
some
love

port.
deceased
Elsie
C.
O
Pierson
of
late of Warren, deceased
First and
year. Mrs. Stetson and Mrs. Ler Wilson. Miss Phyllis Kalloch will j of the Federal Council of the
teristic and Crucial Communica
WBterbury.
Connecticut
was
appointed
five
months
of
painstaking
study
final account presented for allowance
mond are in charge of the bridge be at the organ and Miss Beverly Church of Christ in America to ly gifts.
Exx, Sept 17, 1940. without bond. by William M Teague. Exr.
tions. and Intimate Exchanges and
among the Indians, he mastered Frank H Ingraham of Rockland was
tables for this occasion. Mr. Libby Kirkpatrick at the piano. Com secure the presence of every
Cycles of Correspondence of many
MARY E MESSER, late of Rock
appointed Agent ln Maine
land. decea-ed Will and Petition for
of the teble bowling, Miss Jacobs, munion servloes will follow the Protestant Church member at the sided at West Newton. Mass., where of the Outstanding Igures of the difficulties of the Indian lang
LENORA M SIMPSON, late of Cam Probate thereof, asking that the same
uage
sufficiently
to
translate
the
her
husband
is
still
employed.
She
den. deceased. Fred T. Simpson of may be proved and allowed and that
the anagrams, and Mr. Lavender regular morning worship service. At Lord s Table on Oct. 6. At 6 o'clock
World History, and Some Notable
was appointed Exr Sept 17, Letters Testamentary issue to Edward
the evening, the first the Epworth League will resume its had the distinction of being a mem Contemporaries, Selected, Edited, Masses and Chants into their na Camden
chess and checkers Anyone inter 6 o clock in
1940 without bond.
C. Payson of Rockland, he being the
the season for the J regular services after the Summer ber of the first graduating class and Integrated with Biographical tive tongue. In or about 1683
ested in any of these games should meeting of
KATIE A LIN NELL late of Thom Executor named ln said Will, without
aston. deceased. Sarah C Llnnell ot bond.
call the person in charge, or if any Christian Endeavor Society will be recess; at 7 o’clock the pastor, from the Framingham, Mass. Hos and Historical Settings and Con Father Rasle formed a choir of 40 Thomaston
was appointed Exx. Sept.
NETTIE W WITHERSPOON, late of
other game is desired, call any held. There will be installation of \ Rev. F. Ernest Smith, will speak pital Training School for Nurses. sequences, by M. Lincoln Schuster." young Indians at Norridgewock 17. 1940 without bond
North Haven, deceased Will and Petland
provided
them
with
cassocks
She
was
a
member
of
the
Mother
new
committees
at
this
meeting,
from
the
subject
“
For
Such
Times
J06EPHINE BURNS, late of Rock- tion for Probate thereof, asking that
committee member.
This book begins with a series of
Church of Christ Scientist ln Bos letters between Alexander the and surplices to assist at services land, deceased Robert C. Burns of the same may be
ac proved and allowed
and Rev. Mr. Perron will be the as This."
was appointed Exr Sept 17, and that Letters
rs Testamentary Issue
In the Churches
and to chant hymns for processions Rockland
ton.
leader, using as his topic "Stamp
1940 without bond.
to Leigh F. Witherspoon of' North
Great
and
Darius
LLL,
defying
St. James' Catholic Church. Mass Collecting.” The regular evening Mrs. Belle MacGregor
Surviving relatives besides the each other for the mastery of the in which great numbers of Indians,
CHARLES E. YOUNG. late of Owls Haven, he being the Executor named
Mrs. Belle < Davis) MacGregor, husband, are a son Herbert Free world, and ends with Fritz Thyssen many of whom came from long Head, deceased Frank A Young of ln said Will, with bond.
at 9 a. m.
service will be held at 7 o'cock with
Owls Head was appointed Adrnr. Sept.
ESTATE CARL RAYMOND GRAY,
St. John's Church. At 9 a. m„ the topic "A Dry Audience." Spec aged 70. wife of John MacGregor of man Spear of Houston. Texas and defying Adolf Hitler. It is to be distances, participated. This is be 17, 1940 without bond.
late of New York. N. Y.. deceased.
First
and final account presented for
lieved
to
have
been
the
first
at

Holy Eucharist.
EDA L SCHERMERHORN. late of
ial music will be provided by the West Newton. Mass., died Thurs- Mrs. Edna MacGregor Dwinal of published this month by Simon &
South Union, deceased
Amy Fuller allowance by Harriette Flora Gray,
tempt to organize a choir or teach of
St. Georges Church, Long Cove Christian Endeavor Chorus.
day night at Camden Community ■ Rockport, two grandchildren. Mrs. Schuster.
Exx
Warren was appointed Adnix Sept
choral singing on Maine soil. The 17. 1940. and qualified by filing bond
At 3 p. m„ Evensong.
ESTATE CLARA E CROCKETT, late
Federated Church. Sunday School Hospital where she had been taken . Charles Erickson and Allan Robof Rockland, deceased. First and final
Baptist Church. Rally Day and at 9.45. morning worship service at that day for throat treatment. She bins of Rockport and two great Letter Writing Week, October 6-12. perlormance of the chanting for Sept 17. 1940
account
presented for allowance by
SIMON H. WALL, late of Rockport,
the Masses, by the little band of deceased
promotion exercises will be held at o'clock, the sermon topic to be "The had been a semi-invalid for sev grandchildren, Sandal and John
Belle J Wall of Rockport Ensign Otis. Exr.
ESTATE OEORGE E CLARK, late of
Abnakis Indians who formed was appointed Exx September 17, 1940
the Baptist Church Sunday School reasonableness of True Religion." eral years but the end came unex Charles Erickson.
without bond.
Rockland, deceased. First and final
Funeral services will be held at
next Sunday at 9.45 a. m. For the The anthem is "Sing Praises to the pectedly.
TYPEWRITERS Father Rasies choir, lent both
ELLEN C BORNEMAN. late of War account pre.-ented for allowance by
dignity and charm to the simple ren, deceased Harold W. Flanders of Velma Clark, Exx.
Mrs. MacGregor was born in 10 o'clock Sunday at the Russell
morning junior sermon at 11 o’clock Lord,” by Norman. The Women's
All Makes—Sales—Rentals
Witness, HARRY E. WILBUR. Es
service conducted by the devout Waldoboro was appointed Admr., Sept
the subject is "Hard to Please Mission Society will have charge Rockport, daughter of the late Funeral Home in Rockport, Rev.
ROCKLAND
17, 1940, and qualified by filing bond quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
TYPEWRITER CO. Jesuit in the wilderness of Maine. Sept 25. 1940.
and the regular morning topic is of the evening meeting at 7 o'clock Henry A. and Eveline (Carey) F. Ernest Smith of the Methodist
County, Rockland. Maine.
71 Park Street
There is an unverified story, often
Attest:
Attest:
"The Undying Church.” Music for with the subject "Among Primi Davis and much of her life had Church officiating. Interment will I
Tel. 297-W
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE,
the morning includes the prelude tive People.”
Epworth League been spent in this vicinity, al be ln the family lot in Sea View I
Free Typing Course repeated, that Bishop Cheverus. on
Register
Register.
the occasion of his first visit to
H7-S-123
though for several years she re cemetery.
117-8-123
"Elevation' by Bottman, the chor- meets at 6 o’clock.

Many Boy Scouts

ROCKPORT

Our
Book
Corner

j

Lincoln Teachers

i
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Every-Other-Day

Participants In Charming Church Wedding at Gorham, N. H.

OCl ETY.
Mrs. Corwin H. Olds has returned
rom Toronto, Ontario, where she
isited her mother. On the return
rip she visited her daughter, Miss
essie Olds, now a student at
Jueen's Un:vri.-iiy in Kingston,
Ontario. Mrs. Olds' sister, Mrs.
Valter Barrows ol Toronto, acdomlanied her on the return trip and is
Lsiting at the Olds' heme on Beech
treet.

The first meeting of the Chapin
•".ass will take place Tuesday night
t the residence of Mrs. George
aimer. Pleasant street, with MLss
tlice Puller as assisting hostess.

VICKS VAPORUB

This And That

Josephine M. Tinsley,
Known At Owl’s Head, To
Wed Dedham Man

Mrs. Ernestine M. Tinsley of 11
Maple street. Sanford, and Owl's
Head, announces the engagement of
j her daughter, Miss Josephine M
Tinsley, to Earle P. Littleton, son of
By K. s. P.
Mr and Mrs. William H. Littleton
| of Dedham, Mass.
Miss Tinsley was graduated from
A full moon and a new moon
have the sun's help ln affecting Sanford High School in 1934 and
tides, but during the quarter phases from Tufts College ln 1938. She is
the moon must counteract the pull a member of Chi Omega and Phi
Beta Kappa fraternities. During
of the sun.
,
• • • •
»
the past two years she has been
An Oriental spy found all his employed in the psychology de
films blank after a tour through partment of the Danvers State Hos
an airplane factory because the pital and has recently accepted a
technicians had subjected his similar position at the Grafton State
Hospital.
camera to an X-ray machine.
Mr. Littleton graduated from
Before the turkey was Intro Tufts College In 1931 and deceived
duced Into Europe ln 1524. the his Master's degree from Harvard
pheasan; was the popular Yule-tide University ln 1937. He ls a member
of the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
dish with the goose.
and of the American Society of
• • • •
Civil Engineers. Since 1932 he has
No marks were used on early
been a member of the faculty ln
American pottery until the 19th
the Engineering School of Tufts
Century when some of the potters College.
began to mark their wares. This
Plans are being made for a late
ls a great pity. Still, experts have
Pall wedding.
ways to tell the makers.
• • • •

The first meeting of the season'
of the Shakespeare Society will be
held Monday night at the home of ■
Mrs. Rosa Littlefield. Talbot ave
nue. The society will read, "King
John" and "The Winter's Tale"
during the year. Act 1 cf "King
John" will be read Monday with
Mrs. Leola Wiggin as leader. Miss
Ellen Cochran will present a paper
on John in history and story.

A game party will be held Tues- I
day night at the Yates cottage,'
Owl’s Head with Mrs. Bertha Bor- j
gerson hostess. Oames of all kinds J
will be In order Including bridge,
beano and 63. Each person attend
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Bradstreet, ing is requested to bring a prize.
Suffolk street, have returned trom
Mrs. Edith Candage is spending
short visit with Mr. and Mrs. H.
3. Amey at Island Pond, Vt. Their the weekend in Massachusetts,
rip included traveling through the guest of her daughter, Mrs. William
rawford and Dixfield Notches of Cummings.
-lew llamp-hire. where they enjoyed
Mrs. C. W. Proctor and daughter
i las beautiful Pull coloring.
Virginia of Hyannis, Mass., were
Mr. and Mrs. A W: Gregory and weekend guests of her mother. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis I. Ayer have E. C. Grant, South Main street.
rcen on one of .their Autumnal cxMr. and Mrs. Harry MacDonald,
reditions this week, and a postcard
roin Willis found theih at one of who have been motoring through
cw York State's greatest show the White Mountains were guests
daces Au Sabie Chasm.
Pine recently of his mother, Mrs. George j
veatli : 1..1
i.ivored their journey Huntley and sister, Mrs. Leon |
hrough the most beautiful scenery Pickett, Limerock street, enroute to
af New Hampshire, Vermont and their home in New London, Conn.
Mew York.
Mrs. Charles Rose, regent of Lady
Miss Ruth Barter of Tenant's Knox Chapter, D.A.R. entertained
laibor i.s the Providence Hospital tiie chairmen of the various com
n H
.Li's. for a general mittees at a luncheon at her home
becking up of the progress she has at Tenant's Harbor Thursday. Dur
reen making since her automobile ing tiie afternoon plans were dis
ccident. Her parents, Mr. and cussed and an outline made for the
Hrs. E. H. Barter, acccmpanied her work of these committee for the
year. Those present were: Miss
that city.
Marion Weidman of Rockport,
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for Americanism; Mrs. Harry LevenPurs; Burdells Dress Shop for seler. Conservation and Red Cross;
Dresses. Complete stocks always Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Genealogical
m hand. New merchandise coming Records; Mrs. Almon Bird, Union,
>n every day at moderate prices. Montpelier; Mrs. Arthur Haines,
5ee them today. Odd Fellows Block, National Historical Magazine; and,
School street, fcockland.
107-tf Mrs. Fred Carter, Real Daughters.
The first meeting of the Chapter
will be held Monday afternoon at
the home of Mrs Donald Fuller, 240
Broadway. It is hoped that there
j will be a large attendance and that
Relieve misery as 3 out everyone will remember the Hobby
of 5 mothers do. Rub i and Antique program and will bring
throat, chest, back with | interesting articles from their col
lections.

An Engagement

One thing men can't figure out Is
why they must dress formal for mu
sic ln Winter but in Summer they
Principals in the Philbrook-Sullivan wedding at Gorham, N. H„ mid Sept ember. Local interest centers around the groom who is Douglas A. Phil can listen in shirt sleeves to sym
phonies.
brook. son of Howard G. and Elizabeth Fuller Philbrook, Mrs. Philbr ook being the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller of Rockland.
• • • •

Lincoln Baptists
Will Meet In Morrill Next
Wedneesday—Fine
Program Arranged

A huge money lending Institution
Mrs. Faith Callahan, who has Sunshine Society will meet Mon- TAI IZ fAC TUC TOWN I oHor Wrifinn Wpplr
of New York City has $12,000,000
An excellent program Ls planned
been visiting her parents, Mr. andiday afternoon, at the home of Mrs. I ZxL.I\ Via 11ILi luiill LiCllLI TT I illllg TT vvlA
for the Autumn meeting of the
out on loan to 65.000 borrowers.
Mrs James W Emery, went this Iena Merrill.
• • e •
Lincoln Baptist Association, which
The Elks will have a dance Wedmorning to New York, where site
Campaign Well Under
Mrs. Ruth B Spear is spending ne-sday night,
Would flowers and birds and sun will be held Oct 9 at the Baptist
will visit her daughter. Miss Beu
Way Locally With Dardy sets be more appreciated if people Church in Merrill, with day and
the weekend in South Union ,as|
lah Callahan in Dobb's Ferry.
Rackliff Chairman
guest of Mr. land Mrs. Charles G
had to get reserved seats to see evening sessions, opening at 9.55
Third District Council, Ameri
a. m.
them?
can,.Legion
Auxiliary
will
meet
In
I
MLss Harriet Parmalee has re Hoyt.
.
, .
. ,, _
. | National Letter Writing Week,
• • e •
The theme of the meeting will be
turned from a 10-days' trip to Hart
Waldoboro Legion hall Tuesday '
ln ,93C u
ob.
"Revitalizing Our Baptist Faith,"
To
Adam,
paradise
was
home.
ford and the New York World’s SOUTH THOMASTON
afternoon at 1M_
rved egaln thia jett Oct 6 io 12
and for the first time, young people
Pair.
Mr. and Mrs. David Pollock have
' Tiie enthusiastic and widespread To his descendants (the good ones) In the Association will have special
The I.lons meeting will be held i mterest shown in this meritorious home is paradise.
returned from a week's vacation on
attention ln the evening, with all
The Junior Women's Club will which they visited Boston and tiie at tiie usual place Wednesday, con- , eVent by postmasters, postal em
to
Rather a general feeling among young people within the Association
meet Monday night at 8 o'clock at legion Convention, also New York I trary
prior announcement. • pjOyes an(j the public generally has
urged .to. attend.
The program, ar_
the heme of Mrs Forest Stone. 24 and Connecticut where they visited Charles Sarrion of Brooklyn uill j
most inspiring, and universal the small fry on their way to
describe the bombing of Finland. participation has served to make it school; "111 be glad when I g"t ™"85?_,by„^V, W C. Osgood of
Knox street. Thomaston.
Mrs I relatives.
Walter Barstow will be assisting
Mrs. Rilla Bray and Mrs. Mabie
through school an.fl don't have to Islesboro. Rev W. O Foote of Bel
i progressively successful.
fast. Rev Melvin Dorr of Morrill,
Emery Barbour, steward at the
hostess. A book review will be given Wiley of Rockland were guests of
The campaign for this year ls well think any more."
Mrs. Donald Perron of Thomaston
• • • •
by Miss Elsie Burbank on "A Mo- Mrs. Ocorgia Snow Saturday,
Elks Home, is having a week's va- underway locally. The active comSo Colby freshmen are over the and
Chester Wyllie of Warren
ment in Peking" and Frank A
Mrs. Georgia Snow was the guest cation. The first part ol the week , mittee, headed by genial “Dardy"
splendid speakers is
Winslow .the guest speaker will of Mrs. Margaret Rackllffe of Rock- was spent visiting his aunt and Rackliff is meeting with hearty top as to numbers this Fall They contalns
talk about the “Quints."
I land over the weekend. Sunday uncle. Capt. and Mrs. Alvah Bar support and co-operatic n through will be needing the new enlarged, here Published
------; they motored to Augusta and Wa- bour. Abington Mass.
out the city. Because ol its genuine school buildings before they are 1 9 56 a m “®°n6 period,
1000 Morning worship by Rev.
Mrs. Robert Magune is attend- terville and Tetumed by way of
------! public appeal and sincere
/(an ready. New students are arriving
ing the music Festival in Worces-1 Belfast.
Rev. Ernest O Kenyon and Rev. interest "Letter Writing Wet., has from 15 States. One wonders if the I William Stackhouse of Warren
Winter sports Idea has influenced
10.30— Welcome by Rev. Melvin
ter, Mass . as guest of Dr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Eugene Clement and daugh William A. Berger of Camden left | been accepted on Its own merits,
I H. Dorr. Jr, pastor of the host
The Knox County Chapter of the Prank Magune. She will visit her ter Shirley of Winthrop, Mass., who yesterday lor Kansas City to attend i The Inspirational article on let- any
• • • •
church. Reply by Rev. W. C. OsAmerican Red Cross will meet ln daughter Mrs Robert Dunton of have been guests of Mrs. Clements' the Oeneral Convention of the j ter writing. "Buiid a Bridge," by
Only 18 percent of the women are 1 good of Islesboro, the moderator,
the East Room of the Community Malden before she returns.
aunt. Mrs. Elizabeth Babb the past Episcopal Church.
During a i David Man’.ey has been widely disbuilding at 4 o'clock. Sunday, to
weeks have returned home.
month s absence they plan aLso to | tributed throughout the city. Its blondes. Of course that is noVcount- j10.40—‘Business. Welcome to new
Itwo
1
I pastors. Minutes of last quarterly
meet Miss Marguerite McQuaide.
Mr. and Mrs. James Doherty re-1 Mrs. Eugene Clement, Mrs. Eliza- visit Oklahoma and other states, appeal Is particularly appropriate to ing the synthetic variety.
• • • •
meeting and appointment of com
the General Field Representative turned recently from a visit with ( beth Babb. Leroy Wiggin and
------1 lhe occasion. A very limited supply
Did you know that flies do not mittees
for the State of Maine. There will their daughter, Mrs. Carl Holt in! daughter Marjorie motored to PortMiss Velma Byrnes, manager of I Ls still available at the local Post
like pale blue? Pale green is their
11.00—Music and offering
be a discussion of the National Roll Portsmouth, R. I., and on return | land the past week and visited the Sears Order office, will leave : Office.
11.15—Sermon, Rev. C. A MarCall drive for funds, and the^pro- | were accompanied by Mrs. Holt, j friends there.
Sunday for Boston where she will
Those ln the postal s»rvice are favorite color •for• a• •landing field.
staller of Rockland.
gram for the Winter work will be land rings for sometime, was tooI Miss Virginia Till attended the attend a two days’ conference of very close to the heart and everyAt a performance of Mozart's
12.00—Dinner.
| talked over. All interested mem returning home Wednesday. She ; Bowdoin-Tufts game at Brunswick all New England Order Office day life cf the American people.
1 25—Song period.
bers are Invited to be there. It ls also visited at her cottage in Sun- I last week.
managers, at the Sears Roebuck Letter Writing Week presents a "Don Giovanni." a young chap was
| hoped that at this meeting some nyside. and Mrs Earl Holt and Mrs
1.30—Afternoon worship. Rev. W.
Lieutenant Commander Richard Mail Order House on Brookline golden opportunity to bring to the humming an air from Uie opera so
; tiiape can be given to the coming Alton Gross in Bar Harbor.
JP. Hodson of the U S. Naval Re- avenue.
attention cf our patrons the many loudly that he was disturbing all the p Bro vn of Camden,
task in which. Knox County takes
------' serve has been called to active duty
services the Postal officials render. persons about him A lover of music,1 2.00—Address, Rev. John 8 Prnso much Interest, the relief of the
The celebration of Letter Writ quite beside himself, remarked, ( dleton of Waterville, executive secMr. and Mrs. Clarence Robishaw wRb
Navy and left for Norfolk,
A check for $135 35 went forward
I retary of the Maine Baptist Consuffering and needy ln a time of of Poughkeepsie. N. Y„ are guests Va. Friday. Meanwhile Mrs. Hod- this morning as Rockland's con ing Week may serve to renew many "What a wretched fellow!"
"Are you referring to me?" asked [ vention. his subject, "The Forward
war.
of Mr. Robishaw's mother, Mrs. son ls visiting her sister Mrs. tribution to her sons in service at j contacts and friendships which
Movement ”
Portland. Mayor Veazie came to might otherwise have been lost the tiresome man.
Raymond Robishaw, Columbia ave Charles Emery in Rockland.
"No, sir," replied the music lover, I 2 40—Missionary hour, conducted
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Morton
Miss Virginia THl is employed at The Courier-Gazette office this I "Write today to those away" that
nue.
called upon the Knox County Coast
the Carroll Cut-rate Drug store for morning to express hLs personal ap mes age (7500 strong i has already “I am referring to that singer who by Mrs. Donald Perron of ThoinasArtillerymen at Fort McKinley
| ion. the missionary speaker to be
preciation of the efforts made by left this office destined to reach is keeping me from hearing you."
Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet a few days as substitute.
Sunday, and found the boys In
• • • •
Mrs. Rosalie Lamson of Orono, forThe "Beano Oang" gave a surprise this newspaper in behalf of the 46 States of the Union, to approxiMonday
night
at
7.30,
and
it
is
decheerful spirits evidently well cared sFred that all officers ^'present for 'P3^ ,o Mrs Rub>’. Makinen Thurs- "Mess Fund.”
Poor Owen Moore of the movie meriy missionary ln China.
, mately 1000 different past offices!
j for and unmistakably glad to see
-------4000 mere are being mailed today. "Despair Company” was "Owen, 3 50—Open forum, "Revitalizing
drill work . An invitation has been ca^'' ** Mrs Makinen was away at
j folks from the old home town. They extended the *Tent to attend the l!le ^ate of her birthday, the partyTiie Department cf Government With one small group co-operating Moore than Owen Moore could pay,” 1 our Baptist Faith," by Rev Oeorge
were escorted around the island by reception for the Department Presi-1 was
give her a sbower °* cards ind its operations cf the Rockland to this extent Rocklland's cam- was once said of him. and it came Bolster of Bangor, district secretary
| Charles M Lawry of this city who dent Oct. 1 in Franklin. Beano. Iand handkerchiefs bs Is the custom League of Women Voters will con- I paign for Letter Writing Week is as- true when he committed suicide, i 0( Eastern Maine.
1 is a member of Battery F of Thom
* ’ * *
450—Prayer period.
when one of the "Gang" has a duct a study group at the home of sured of success.
aston. and who earns the thanks of with carefully selected prizes, will birthday. Refreshments were served Mrs. Horatio Cowan on Talbot eveAbout 70 percent of the larger I , oo_song service, conducted by
To you who have beys ln camps
be
held
Monday
afternoon,
and
sup

| all the soldiers relatives and friend-'
including a beautiful cake made by nue Monday .Oct. 7 at 3 p. m. The what would be more enjeyed than and better hotels ln this country do , chester Wyme of Warren
I through his Fort McKinley news per will be served at 6.30. with Car Mrs. Naomi Ulmer. Mrs. Ruth chairman. Mrs. Frederic Bird, will 1 “A Letter A Day to the Boys their own baking and their own
7.10—Evening worship by Rev. J.
1 stories appearing regularly in The rie House as chairman.
____
Brown received first prize at beano present for discussion the ma- j Away." Make it a point to see our laundry, and they employ over Charles MacDonald of Rockland
! Courier-Gazette. The Mortons are
7.3»—Duet, "Whispering Hope,"
A lively group of about 25 young iant* Mrs. Aurelia Ripley received the terial contained in the pamphlet window display at H. H. Crie Co 550033 persons in their working
| more than grateful for the courteby Ann Norwood and Elizabeth
"Safeguarding Our Civil Liberties." Other displays will be mentioned quarters.
people from the Christian Endeavor ;travc' prize.
j sies which he extended to them.
Kenniston of Warren. Offering.
Joseph Baum who has been con
-------1 later. A most cordial Invitation is
of the Littlefield Mimorial Church,
| and other Knox County visitors will
A hybrid of the castor bean plant
oj registration committee.
A meeting cf the men's Com- Ltsued to all patrons to co-operate
chaperoned by Rev. and Mrs. C. A. fined to his home with tonsilitLs Ls
...... to
74&_Address by Rev A w Geary
be made to share that feeling if they
munity bowling league will be held in making the year’s Letter Writing produces poison said tby scientists
Marstaller, journeyed to Hupper's much better.
_ I visit what Charlie Lawry humorTuesday night at 7.30, in the East Week bigger and better. It is na be more powerful than venor from of Portland, pastor of the First Bap
Island Wednesday afternoon for
| ously calls "Little Alcatraz.”
room, and all teams wishing to en tional and Rockland Ls desirous of the dreaded cobra. More than tist Church In Portland.
a weinie roast. Wellman Hupper WEST ROCKPORT
ter the league must have a repre making Ils usual outstanding con 65.000.000 pounds of castor beans arc
Rev Mr. Geary will speak on a
met the grivp at Port Clyde with
Services at the church here Sun
Imported annually for oil alone.
Letter Writing Week, October 6-1!.
topic of vital Interest to young
his motor Ix-at and conveyed them day morning at the usual time, sentative present. New teams that tribution.
have applied for entrance are the
people within the Association
Mining Is the principal industry
Banana Cocoanut ice cream, to the Island. A beautiful sunset morning worship at 9 30; Sunday- Water Co., Coca Cola Co., Odd Fel
was
enjoyed
along
with
the
good
School at 10.30. In the evening at lows, McIntosh's Ice Co. and pos- I BROAD COVE
in Mexico, but 97 percent of the VOSE GRAY
i made from pure fruit and shredd_
I Mrs. Carrie Wallace had as dln- properties are foreign-made.
j less coconut at all E. & M. Ice things to eat. Mr. Hupper proved the regular monthly union service ,,. .. _ .
Roger Elliot Vose and Oladys
y
£°
ta
'
y
C1,
'
b
ner
guests
Sunday.
Mrs
Bicknell.
I Cream dealers.
119-121 to be an ideal pilot as the trip in this church the re-organized Boys and Faculty will not be in the I Mn, Ha
Md „r and
' IouLse Gray were united In marback was made in the darkness and C. E. Society will have a public in
The Red Cross, drive ,for $20,000.Bflr_
,
uiage Thursday night at the Bapthe channel narrow with numer stallation of officers with each tak league this season. There w 11 be F,ori#n c,ark and da
OOO went over the top by nearly
r,v j Charles Mactwo
leagues,
Amencan
and
National.
bnra
of
anfi
Sylvfster
ous lobster poLs to dodge. A fine ing part in the service. An inter
million dollars and the people were I
cnjclatin(f at the doubie
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
time was enjoyed by all.
esting program has been arranged
iunni aiizii rS.mmons of Bath.
all thankful to leel they were do- ;
ceremony. They were attended
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Hilton ac- Ing something. ...
under tiie direction of Mrs. C. V LINCOLNVILLE
i
Mr and Mrs Douglas BLsbee Jr.
V A. Woodbridge of Pejeps.-ot companied Mr. nnd Mrs. L. W.
Overman. Everyone is invited.
...
. f
Mrs Bisbee ls a sister of the bride.
was guest of Mr. and Mrs. Everett j Osier and son John of Medomak
Marian An«lers<m the brilliant. Mrg
wofe a dreSR of tan
Sunday and Monday
Morse.
i
on
a
motor
trip
through
Northern
Letter Writing Week, October C-I2.
Negro contralto will sing ln Sym-I
wRh brQWn accewior„.s. and
Henry Commett arrived Saturday Maine and Canada,
phony Hal. Sunday afternoon of, had g cofsage of talLsman roses
Unlike other animals the African from a week s visit in Hyde Park, I Mrs. Linwood A. Timberlake and Nov 3
Mrs BLsbee wore sailor blue crepe.
I daughter Naydene of Portland nre
ratel is white on top and Mark Mass.
The bride is the daughter of Mr
Mrs. Overe Mudgett of Salem, passing the week with Mr and Mrs
underneath.
The Library
, . of Congress
. , has re- and Mrs Maynard Oray, and atMERRY MICKEY! JOYOUS JUOY!
Mass, is visiting for a few days Carl Hilton at the Hilton home- cently received
a
grant
from
the
IM TMf CHA IB F OF FUN ftHOWS/f
with Mrs. Carrie Dole.
i stead.
Carnegie CorporaLon for the imtala membff of uuteneW Memorlai
A Paramount Pictwre wit»
Mrs. Myrtle Ross spent last week- ' Tilson
Collamore
Is build- lation of a complete sound labora- Chufch and
g Sunday
MICKEY ROONEY
/
Wayne Morris
end with Mrs. Bernice (Miller) ; >ng an addition on to his trailer.
lory for the music division of the Uacher Qf (he
The
Smith.
I Mrs. Carrie Wallace and Cyn- library.
JUDY GARLAND
‘ Viigmia Dale
groom,
son
of
Mrs.
Ethel
Vose,
• • • •
Mrs. Florence MacDonald has thia Tibbetts passed Tuesday ln
^Lillian Cornell
graduated from Rockland High
returned from attending the Le- I Rockland.
Several species of spiders are very
School in 1939 Both Mr. and Mrs.
gion
Convention
in
Boston,
where
I
Robert
and
Walter
McLain
fond
of
catching
and
eating
flics.
A new lot of Fall Sweat
Vose are employed at Van Baalenshe
was
guest
at
Hotel
Touraine.
I
passed
the
weekend
with
their
They
drop
overhanging
grass
on
Children's Matinee Mon. 4 P. M.
ers just received at the Mrs. MacDonald entertained over parents Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mc- their prey and sometimes spin their i Hellbrun Co.
The couple will make their home
Baby Shop.
the weekend Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Lain.
Tuesday-Wednesday
webs over them for snares.
PAUL WHITEMAN A ORCHESTRA
for the present at the home of the
• • • •
Prosser
and
son
of
Canada.
Pastel shades for the one and
bride's parents, and are receiving
I Original Screen Play by John Monks Jr
Address “Noted"
The Waldo County Teachers' NORTH HAVEN
"
aad Fred FinUehotia
two year old.
A M.tea-6«ld«*r"-M.y.r Picture
Sir Arthur Sullivan, of Gilbert the congratulations of their many
Bright Red, Navy, and Powder Convention will be held In Belfast Church Notes
Directed by BUSBY BERKELEY
Oct. 10.
and
Sullivan fame, set cut with a friends.
Sunday,
the
Sunday
School
con

Frodeced by ARTHUR FREED
Blue for Children 2 to 6 years.
companion one afternoon to attend
venes
for
its
opening
session
at
Also
10 o'clock. Worship at 11 o'clock a tea at a house where he had b°en
LAST TIMES TODAY
HEAVY KNIT COAT
with sermon by the pastor, Rev. once before. When they reached
Henry F. Huse. The subject will th? proper street. Sir Arthur could
LIONEL BARRYMORE
SWEATERS
be
“Fellowship." At the close of not remember the house number.
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
LEW AYRES in
Navy Blue and Wine, 6 to 10
"Never fear, I will find It," he
the service the Lord's Supper will
years
"DR. KILDARE GOES HOME”
be observed. This is Fellowship said. Then he proceeded to walk
PIANO
Sunday with Baptist Churches and up to each door ln the block, give
Price $1.00 and $1.98
an effort is being made to secure its boot-scraper a gentle tap with
PIANO ACCORDION
the attendance of all members his foot, and then listen closely to
KATHERINE’S
Evening service at 7.30.
the tone It gave out.
BEAUTY SHOP
Danny Patt, Instructor
The Unity Guild will meet In
"Here we are," he said finally.
ROCKLAND the Church at 2 o'clock. The ses "E flat—I remember the note from
G6G MAIN ST.,
CALL OR TELEPHONE 708
(BI.AKE BLOCK) TEL. 1120
sion last Tuesday with refresh my last visit here.”
Effective Saturday, Sept. 28
9 LIMEROCK ST, ROCKLAND
FOR APPOINTMENTS
Katherine
Small,
Prop.
ments was well attended and great
Sundays,
3.00, 6.30, 8.30
Week Days,
2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Utter Writing Week, October
ly enjoyed.

1
Vi

GRAPHIC'S

C omiquE
TH£A'K

SUNDAY-MONDAY, OCT. 6-7
| Will NOT Be Shown in Rockland

THE

,

HOWARDS
OF VIRGINIA

/J

THE

drama of their

NEW
FALL SWEATERS

r

Maine Music Co.

TONIGHT
New names take effect on
CASH NITE!
No money left after tonight!
$350.00
On The Screen
“RIVER'S END”
"LUCKY CISCO KID”

Strand

Crockett’s
Baby Shop

I
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Every-Other-Oay

‘Women In Action”

How To Create Jobs

STEAMBOAT DAYS
An informal pirtorial history of steam navigation in Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson

Wendell Willkie Says In
timidation of Industry
Causes Unemployment

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

Margaret Chase Smith
Addresses National G.O.P.
Women’s Club

Told Of “Herbs”
And How They Are Used
In Soups, Salads. Etc.—
Mrs. Philbrook’s Address

"How better can we celebrate the
In a signed article in the cur
Members of the Warren Wo
WUl our Ughtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
20th anniversary of our franchise man's Club were given a rare treat
rent October issue of the Reader s
than by going to the polls and do Thursday night in an address on
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
Digest entitled "America's First I
ing our part to make America “Herbs" given by Mrs. Lawrence
The
day's
news
from
many
lonely
outposts
along
Duty” Wendell Willkie declares i
safe for Americans?” question Con Philbrook of the Philbrook farms
Maine's waterfront.
that the New Deal has failed to [
gresswoman Margaret Chase Smith in Shelburne. N. H. Introduced by
solve the unemployment problem
speaking before the National Fed Mrs. Simmons, the club president,
because "it has never encouraged PORTLAND HEAD
Cloudman of South Portland were eration of Republican Women's she gave a most interesting, and
production. It has fought a steady j
clubs of America in Detroit, Mich.. complete lecture on the raising of
guests at the station Sunday.
Busy
with
the
usual
station
fight against the managers of pro- I
Speaking on the topic, "A Woman herbs, their uses, arrangement of
The
Hilts.
Mrs.
R
T.
Sterling
and
ductlon It has vilified them. It routine.
Mrs. W. C. Dow motored to St. Legislator Looks at Women in Ac an herb garden, legends about the
Raymond Cameron. Cape Eliza
has twisted the laws to hurt them
George Tuesday making short calls tion," Mrs. Smith urged activity plans, description of her own gar
It says that 'the lower one third’ beth C. G. Station is substitute ln at Damariscotta and Waldoboro
on the part of women in govern den, sugestions in the uses of herbs,
should get more. I say so too. I the absence of F O. Hilt.
value of herbs commercially as
Willard Hilt was In Portland on ment.
would not call them 'lower.' They
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Thomas and business Wednesday.
“I'm not here today simply as a bases of medicines.
are Just poorer. I hope to see son Deane of Lynn. Mass, were
She recommended the following
John S. Robinson, interested in woman, but as one of the citizens
them get more. But I say to them: guests of the Hilt lamily Sunday. aviation visited the airport at elected last month by the people books to those particularly inter
“ 'You will never get what you
of Maine to represent them in Con ested; "Herbs and What to Do With
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sterling, Stroudwater Sunday.
ought to get as long as you have Jr., were dinner guests of their par
F. O. Hilt, son Willard; A. W. gress. Nevertheless I am intensely Them." by Helen Noyes Webster;
a government whch intimidates the ents at the station Monday night Hathorn and John Kenney of St. interested ln what women can do, "Gardening With Herbs for Flavor
managers of production and which
and Fragrance," toy Helen MorgenArthur Harlow and George George are on a trip to New York, just as you are.
prevents production from going to
"We are sometimes accused of thau Fox; and "Herbs and the
its best and biggest.1
not having sufficient Interest in Earth.' by Henry Beston.
tor vehicles as they pass a school
The official publication of the
economic problems but as a matter
Central Enemy In Common
'
house
and
to
be
on
guard
against
Herr is the fair haired child among all the Boston- Bangor liners which plowed Tenobscot Bay in a century
Herb
Society of America was on
of
fact
80
percent
of
the
buying
"The managers of production
i any person driving in a reckless
of service. Katahdin was loved with an abiding affection that remains in Maine's folk lore today. Built in
in the United States Is done toy display, as were various ways herbs
today
are
themselves
mostly
work

J
manner
ln
passing
school
children
1863, she remained faithful and true, even to the final blast of her beautiful chime whistle in 1893.
Among All the States On when they are getting on or off women. We know what a budget and mints were put up commer
ers. They are employes. They are
cially for use in soups, salads, and
Is." she declared.
Highway Accidents—
NO 66
the Atlantic seaboard. Another, a day passes even now that I don't ln authority but they are employes
their school busses. Such acts can
“We women are interested in jellies.
The word of the Maine Central's former Rockland steamer, the hear her name mentioned." INor- —of the company, of the stock
Careless About Schools
not and will not be tolerated in this election because we understand
Attractive packaging of herb
"Samoset" presented last week Pemaquld, also runs to Block urnbega was burned to the waters holders. All employes, all workers,
the State of Maine.
what debt means. We know in the seeds for gifts was also shown. In
stirred the ever active marine mind Island, and a third down easier, edge, alongside the May Archer, in whether in white collars or in blue
The people of Maine responded
Out of the ordinary accidents
of Brad Mitchell of Bloomington J the Kennebecker Machigonne is 1934 at Quincy Yacht Basin),
overalls, have a central Interest in I to the plea for greater safety made ^at occurred during the past case of our government that debt cluded In the exhibit was candled
mint leaves, by Mrs. Edward War
who last year recalled a steamer also on 'he run as the Block Island.
common. It is production. And by the Highway Safety Division a month are
follows: one collision is Just another name for taxation.
ner of Rumford, present for the
"Everglades” he had photographed Westport is now in government
The present carrier for the they have a central enemy in com month ago By their co-operation
a rauroa(j train, one victim of Any woman who has a charge ac
occasion
as special guest, the leaves
count
knows
there
is
a
day
of
Thomaston. Monhegan - Boothbay mon
in New Haven and thinking he had service as an army ferry,
That enemy is the man, j there has been a decrease in the a hit-and-run driver, one bicycle
being prepared by Mrs. Warner's
a clue to the whereabouts of the
• • • •
Steamboat Co. is not a steamboat whether politician or speculator, frightful toll of lives that have accident and two motorcycle acci reckoning.
"Under the New Deal we find a own recipe. Sampled they proved
re-named Samoset, he sent the
Comes a highly interesting let- at all. though she succeeds several who looks down on production and constantly been taken on the dents.
deficit of nearly 60 billion dollars. delicious, the color remaining green
photo to J. M. R. and dug into the ter from Ernest H. Dickson, now steamers on the run. The present who tries to find the easy-money streets and highways of our State.
Maine now stands fourth in the
record.
He destroyed his own chief engineer of the Nantasket txjat is the 46-ton Morse-built Ne- way to either personal or national Tlie Division is much gratified to Nation, according to the lastest It's easy for women to understand and pleasing to the eye even as
---------------------------------------- —------------------------------- —
I reid. launched in 1932 and replac- wealth.
learn that during the month of report from the National Safety that when that deficit increases to the flavor to the palate. Candied
ing the aging Gov. Douglass The
September
an 8 percent decrease Council and lt is hoped that Maine 80 billion we will be faced with in ! mint leaves are rarely seen in the
‘•Germany. Russia. Italy, try to
Women , market in this State, but may be
Nereid is equipped with a three make the people produce. You was made in motor vehicle fatali will lead the Nation by Jan. 1st flation and repudiation
cylinder 2 cycle Diesel 8\xl04, cannot make a free people do any ties which brought about a 9.7 per when we consider the motor vehicle are willing to make whatever sac i used in a number of different ways.
rifices are necessary to correct this | Mrs. Philbrook had with her a
and is considered an able boat, thing of that sort. You cannot cent decrease for year. Such co reduction ln the State.
situation,
to bring about economic great many herb specimens from
equipped
for
passengers and 'plan' freedom. That is what our operation from the citizens of our Sgt Francis J. McCabe. Director.
her gardens, among one rare in
and social adjustments.
freight. The line is owned and op •planners' forget How could they State is much appreciated and we
Highway Safety Division,
“It is the Republican party, and the East, the sweet cicely of Eu
erated successfully by Capt. Earl plan' that there should be an Edi are pleased to learn that drivers '
Maine State Police
the Republican women that take a rope Her scrap books containing
Starrett of Thomaston Capt Star son and all his new unimaginable are being more cautious and also
firm stand on the subject of bal clippings from magazines about
rett has an unlimited master s li industries? How could they 'plan' the pedestrian is being more care- | *
•
herbs, colored pictures, recipes,
ancing the national budget.
cense. (all oceans* something de Inventiveness and initiative and the ful as he walks along the highways
I
went the rounds as well as her
“
Recently
an
Englishman
talking
cidedly rare in the skipper of a spirit of risk and adventure that or crosses the streets.
specimen herbs, and received a
over
the
radio
to
America
spoke
46-ton boat. True to the salt in lies at the heart of all successful
Counties that show a decrease
Famous Magazine Com of the bravery of the English wo share of the interest. Adding much
his blood Capt. Starrett's fine boat productive effort in this land ot for the year and their respective
the lecture, was the pleasing
panion To Thousands— men. as If woman's bravery were to
of today bears the same name as freedom?
percentages Include: Knox. 100 per
manner and appearance of Mrs.
something
new.
Here
In
America
the first boat owned a half cen“The thing that moves a free cent; and Waldo. 100 percent; Lin
Appeals To All Ages
we are going to have to be brave. | Philbrook
' turv ago by Capt. I. E Archibald, people is not a 'plan' but an ideal coln. 50 percent. Counties that
The hostesses, entering the spirit
Hundreds of thousands of boys We are going to have to be much
his predecessor on the Monhegan Implant in the hearts of Ameri show increases and their percenof the affair had arranged a minia
more
active
to
serve
the
colors.
cans the ideal of maximum pro tages include Hancock. 50 percent, and young men read The American
, run.
“I have voted for every measure ture table garden of herbs, which
The "pedestrian in road" is the Boy Magazine every month and conductivity for maximum national
I
Not widely known, but bearing a welfare and for maximum national chief factor when we consider the aider it more as a living companion for national defense, not because included parsley. English mint,
I want our boys to go to war. but southernwood, dill and sage, on
fine reputation, was the able look defense, and they will make their causes of the fatalities to date, than as a magazine.
adequate
preparedness the buffet table, the tiny garden
ing Salacia. seen laying at the own plans.
’It's as much a buddy to me as because
More people have been killed while
This is the able, black-hulled Salacia, which did yoeman service in hea<j 0( [he dock in the picture,
my neighborhood chum.” writes one means peace. We in Maine are being flanked on either side by
walking
than
any
other
way
in
tall red candles. In the serving
the nineties. Catherine lays in the foreground. Photo from Byron Boyle*. with steamer Catherine showing Business Should Be Regulated
motor vehicle traffic. Other than high school senior. "The American particularly sensitive to the need of refreshments also, the herbs
"This
does
not
mean
that
the
for
defense.
My
own
industrialin the northern berth. This was
the pedestrian, we notice that reck Boy seems to understand a boy's
hunch with these interesting facts Line's crack steamer Town of Hull, during Catherine s early days when government should leave business less driving has the high toll of problems and considers them ln agricultural district has many were used in the seasoning with
mint leaves in the iced tea, and
alone. Business must always be
however, for his "Everglades," largest passenger steamer in Bos- her forward deck was open
19 listed deaths and excessive such a sympathetic and helpful way. miles of Canadian border and coast chives in cottage cheese and used
regulated
to
prevent
wrong.
One
line,
thus
you
can
readily
see
how
The
Salacia
ran
here
several
though of the right size was very ten Harbor Mr Dickson is well:
speed has a total of 15 listed fa'.al.- It gives advice and entertaining
known here for he ran as chief a years and was well suited to out wrong in business can be overwork ties. When we consider speed and reading on every subject ln which a vulnerable we are. We must pro with a butter cracker. Hostesses in
evidently out of commission.
charge included. Mrs. Alzada Sim
of
employes.
Maximum
productivi

number of years for the Maine ( side work, for she was a hull boat.
Here is what he found.
recklessness we assume that ’be young fellow is Interested. It is tect ourselves against invasion Per mons. Mrs Hazel Starrett, Mrs.
ty
does
not
require
over-work.
The
haps
preparedness
and
strength
Central,
notably
on
Sieur
des
no
sponsons.
and
was
well
powered.
I
The Samoset, ex Annie L. Vanscidrivers of such automobiles are particularly helpful ln sports
By a Her passenger
accommodations American Federation of Labor is persons who care little or nothing made our school basketball team be will save us from entering the war. Addie Vinal. Mrs. Helen Overlock,
ver. left Maine waters and went to Monts and Norumbega
sound
in
saying
that
'defense
pro

"Defense is not our only con Mrs. Nettle Jameson, Mrs. Oarce
cause of playing tips I read in The
the Navy in 1917-18. keeping the strange coincidence, he was as- were not of the best, but she had
I for the safety of others.
duction
must
be
kept
strictly
to
cern.
The labor problem will be Campbell. Mrs Jane Andrews, and
signed
as
chief
on
the
Norumbega
good
freight
capacity.
Her
black
American
Boy."
same name In 1922-23 she was
Since the beginning of the school
the
work-period
of
maximum
pro

increasingly
difficult as time gees Mrs. Elizabeth Robinson.
Many famous athletes in all sports
released from government service when she was placed on the Nan- hull and white deck houses made
j year numerous letters and teleNew member admitted during the
and re-appeared as a merchant tasket nin, operating her two years her stand out from the usual all- ductivity. Both British and Ger 1 phone calls have come in to the credit much ot their success to help on. Regulation of wages and hours
business meeting of the club was
man
experience
in
the
midst
of
and
collective
bargaining
must
con

there.
He
says
of
her;
white
coastal
steamers.
A
glance
ful
suggestions
received
from
sports
!
office
of
the
Highway
Safety
Divis

vessel, freighter this time, still
"Norumbega kept up the good at the picture of the Salacia will war have proved that if you work ion asking our co-operation ln or- articles carried ln The American tinue if we are to keep peace and Mrs Lucy Clark Hawkins of Rock
steam, and of the same dimensions
land. In charge of this district of
as in Maine, but under the name name which she always carried m show her resemblance to the pres- employes too long they get so tired der to curb such reckless acts of Boy Magazine. Virtually every issue unity within our own borders I
public nursing.
Everglades, hailing from New York. Maine waters—always ready for a1 ent day light house tenders. She that they soon are producing less , negligence by motor vehicles pass offers advice from a famous coach am suoported ln Maine by both
instead
of
more
On
this
point
of
labor
i
nd
industry.
Our
citizens
scrap
whenever
occasion
presented
was
built
in
Bath
in
1895
ComFootball, basketball,
In 1927 she was fitted out as a
ing school houses. It seems that or player.
passenger beat again, and shortly itself, and highly popular. Scarcely ments on Salacia will be welcome. the proper length of the work-day I motorists are paying very little at- track, tennis, in fact every major realize that one cannot prosper Our presidential candidate, Wen
government
and
labor
and
business
without the other.
dell Willkie. stands for the social
afterward changed over to diesel
' tention to the welfare of school sport Is covered in fiction and fact
can get together.
"The thing that concerns women laws which all agree we need, but
articles.
power, registering now 278 gross
I
children.
They
approach
school
"That getting together is the
Teachers, librarians, parents and more than anything else is the he also stands for efficient and
tons, and re-named City of Punta
root of everything in a democracy. , warning signs, glance at them and leaders of boys' clubs also recom 1 betterment of social conditions of business like administration.
Oorda. She became the property
If business is trying simply to get I then proceed in the same manner mend The American Boy enthusias the masses. Women are needed in
"American women to my mind,
of the Florida Railroad and Navi
' in which they are accustomed to
domination for itself, and if labor
gation Co., and was operated in
I drive on the open highways. It tically. They have found that as a government for the very traits of constitute the controlling factor in
is trying simply to get domination
passenger service, hailing from
has also been quite noticeable that general rule regular readers of The character that some people claim the present political crusade for
for
itself,
ar.d
if
government
is
Tampa. From 1930 through 1932
many mo’orists are paying little American Boy advance’more rapidly disqualify them. A woman's mother economic freedom and political
trying simply to get domination
instinct makes her especially in freedom, personified ln Wendell
she again hailed from New York
attention
to children who are get- and develop more worthwhile char
for itself, you get nowhere in a
acteristics than do boys who do not terested in labor problems, and Willkie.
and the following year became a
j
ring
on
or
off
school
busses
ln
our
democracy
j anything that has to do with edu“We are not better citizens than
read it.
part of the Coast Transoortation
"What is the main source of the J State. There have been many very
men. but we are more fully aroused.
Trained writers and artists, fa ! cation and child welfare.
Co fleet, under the name Seminole.
;
near
accidents
of
this
type
during
blight that the New Deal has cast
"When we realize that more than We realize that in these days of
mous coaches and athletes, explor
The Coastwise people have operated
on the country? For more than the past month and unless such ers, scientists and men successful j one third of the children ln the the draft, new economic and social
her as a freighter, transferring her
reckless acts are immediately
I United States are Improperly adjustments will have to be made.
seven years our government has
home port to New Orleans in 1939.
I stopped, there will be a mounting in business and industry Join with
expressed a sort of economic civil
J toll of accidents involving the an experienced staff to produce ln clothed and Ul housed we are im Our women of America will meet
war between different elements of
From Di T. H. Eames of Attle
The American Boy. the sort of read pressed with our responsibility. * the challenge.”
the people War is as destructive : school children of our State.
boro Center comes an interesting
The School Department in many ing matter boys like best.
between social groups as It is be
shipping order from the long de
The American Boy sells on most
places has gone to great expense ln
LETTER WRITING WEEK, OCTOBER 6 TO 12
tween nations. It Is not the New
funct Kennebec Navigation Co.
getting better busses for these chil newsstands at 25c a copy. Subscrip
Deal
measures,
in
and
of
them

Mere of Dr Eames and his nauti
tion
prices
are
12.00
for
one
year
or
selves. that have bogged us down dren to ride in so that they may 83.50 for three years. Foreign and
cal leanings in the future.
in this depression. Many of those be carried to school in greater Canadian rates 50c a year extra.. To
• • • •
safety and comfort It Is with this
measures need sensible amending;
Steamer Westport has concluded
subscribe simply send your name,
but you could amend them forever thought In mind that we ask the address and remittance direct to
a highly successful season running
co-operation
of
every
motorist
to
and still not make them work for
from Norwich. Conn., to Block
The American Boy. 7430 Second
production and prosperity until exercise care and caution when
Island. It has been many years
Blvd., Detroit, Michigan.
117*125
approaching
a
school
bus.
especialyou change the spirit that now
since a steamboat has run from
Capt. Earl Starrett’s Nereid which covers the waterfront from Thom rises from Washington and envel , ly if children are getting on or
Norwich to the sea, once one of the aston to Monhegan. The rorkbound. wind swept island is shown in the
! off the bus.
CUSHING
ops the country in an atmosphere
most famous steamboat ports of background. Photo from James T. Wilson.
In order that we may give the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ryder of
of division and conflict and fear.
“Previous administrations. Re citizens the co-operation they have Framingham. Mass., made a short
1 with her mother. Mrs. Emma M publican and Democratic, did their asked for. this Division is calling visit with their daughter, Mrs. Mar
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
TENANT’S HARBOR
regulating in a spirit of belief in upon all city and rural police to garet Curtis MondaV night. Also
Miss Helen Johnson of Bath was
Ralph Wilson is spending a time , Torrey.
the basic vitalities of the American gether with the State Police to calling were Mrs. Curtis and son
guest of her parents Mr. and Mrs. at home with his parents, Mr. and Church News
economic
system, whereas this ad bring about an enforcement of the Lester and nephew Fred Burbank,
Toivo Johnson over the weekend. Mrs. Willis Wilhon
Worship srevices will be conducted
ministration
is doing its regulating laws governing the speed of mo- both of Fraihlngham.
Albert Harjula. also from Bath,
Mrs. Minnie Benson has gone to ! in the church at 10.30 and 7. In
visited relatives here Saturday and White Plains. N. Y.. to spend the ■ the morning service the pastor will in a spirit of disbelief, suspicion,
Sunday as guest of his former Winter with her husband, who has speak on the subject "Prayer." The persecution, and hatred.
schoolmate. Oliver Niemi.
employment there.
| subject for the evening message is Hatred Not Wanted
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Comstock "The Question That Settles DesRev. Samuel Nevala. Charles
"We need administrators in
Saarion and Albert Harjula were have returned to their home in , tiny.” Special music will be fur- Washington who do not hate busi
guests at dinner Sunday of Mr. and Rockland after spending a few days ■ nished by the adult choir in morn- ness and do not hate labor and do
Mrs. John Niemi and son Oliver.
' ing and by the Young People's Choir not hate any part of the people.
Mrs. Jack Maki is in Millinocket with his apt and witty remarks. i and orchestra in the evening.
When the head of a democracy
At 11 30 a fine Sunday school with utters words of hate and when he
guest of Mr and Mrs. Toivo Hill. Coffee was served by Mrs. Matt
Mrs. Vilma Purainen and son Anderson, Mrs. Lempi Torpaika, classes for every age meets for an appoints haters to high office, he
disrupts the spiritual unity which
Viljo of Thomaston, and sister Mrs. Mrs. Fred Anderson and Miss Ina hour of Bible study.
Tlie prayer meeting is held Wed is the only hope of a democracy.
Martha Nelson of California called Mahonen. Sincere thanks are ex
"I would not substitute an ad
on Mrs. Toivo Johnson Monday on tended to all who helped make the nesday evening at 7 o'clock and all
: are invited to share this blessed hour ministration that hates labor for
their way to see their mother in sale a success.
i A large audience greeted Charles of fellowship in praise and prayer. an administration that hates capi
First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer
Long Cove.
On Friday evening the Young tal. I want an administration that
Mrs. Ella Stackpole and sister Saarion, guest speaker at the
ent,
they’re hard to change. So it pays to make
Mrs. Dora Robinson were in Port . church Sunday evening. Also on People's C. E. will meet for their knows that labor business, agricul
meeting.
The
hour
of
meeting
is
food
first impressions.
i the program were John and James
ture. finance, must all be appre
land Sunday.
7
o'clock
and
the
leader
this
week
Dana
of
Thomaston
with
accordion
ciatively
encouraged
to
do
their
Each
envelope is your personal messenger,
The Community Players held a
best for the country.
rehearsal Monday night at the duets: Wilho Elgland of Long Cove, will be Miss Alice Sieveright.
classified instantly by the appearance of your
"That is why I talk so much
home of their leader William Hill. saxophone solo; Mss Sylvia Kulju
name in the corner. Which is more impressive—
about ‘national unity.’ National
Miss Ina Mahonen went to Bath of Long Cove, solo 'Rock of Ages';• PORT CLYDE
Long Cove girls and local 4-H girls
Sunday to visit friends.
three lines of black type on a government stamped
Mrs. Lizzie Davis called on Mrs. unity means a better life in the
heart and a better life in the
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Brackett and sang "Come to the Church In the j Alice Trussell Tuesday.
envelope, or a "private” envelope with an attract
pocketbook. It means that an ad
children visited Mr. and Mrs. Al ‘ Valley"; Mrs. John Matson and
The Willing Workers met with ministration that really believes in
Mrs.
Toivo
Johnson
presided
at
the
ive design that ties in with your letterhead ? «
fred Harjula Sunday.
organ. Coffee was served by Mrs. i Mrs. Elvie Davis Tuesday night.
it can unite our people now in the
# Let us figure on your next envelope order and
Church News
Miss Helena Brown of South Port- greatest cause that our people have
Hannah Ruuska. Mrs. Pirttinen,
submit some "corner card” ideas. We may be
A veritable mountain of vege Mrs Ellen Nelson, Misses Helen ! land, who has been visiting her ever had. That cause is an eco
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. U. G. nomic strength that can make our
tables. fruits, butter and other good Anderson and Maki.
able to save you some money, too.
things to eat was sold at the an
As an eye witness of the war in Davis, has returned home.
military strength invicible.
Gentlemen don't bathe in Cary Grant’s backwoods; they simply dunk
nual harvest sale at the Finnish Finland. Charles Saarion of New
Miss Josephine Thompson has
"Let the government just dedi themselves in the nearest river! Small wonder, then, that Grant—por
Congregational Church last Thurs York who has been guest of Rev. gone to Cohasset, Mass., where she cate the people to that spirit. The traying a frontiersman in Colonial days—should view with alarm his
day evening. Emil Ruuska. ini Samuel Nevala for the past week, l will be employed for a few months. people will do the rest."
present situation. It's a scene from Frank Lloyd’s "The Howards of Vir
mitable auctioneer from Long Cove spoke on Finland at the church
ginia,” Columbia romantic drama starring Grant and Martha Scott. That’s
kept all laughing v well i buying Thursday night.
Letter Writing Week October t-12 Lelter Witling Week October 6-12- Richard Cailsou as Young Tom Jefferson. enjoying Grant's unhappy state
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At the Comique, Camden, Sunday and Monday

& mote impteteivc ?
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